


Part IV

Major Issues Facing
the Legislature

In addition to the major policy and funding issues identified
in the Analysis, this part discusses some of the broader issues
currently facing the Legislature. Many ofthese issues are closely
linked to funding requests contained in the Governor's Budget for
1990-91, others are more long-range in nature and will, in all
probability, persist for many years beyond 1990.

The issues in this part fall into five general categories:

• The first category consists ofdrug-related issues: drug use
in California, an inventory ofstate programs to fight drug
abuse, and an analysis of state prevention programs.

• The second category deals with infrastructure topics: an
overview of the state's infrastructure situation and an
analysis of the capital outlay needs (including proposed
new campuses) of postsecondary education.

• The third is comprised of resources issues: an alternative
method of addressing air pollution and state prepared
ness for small oil spills.

• The fourth category consists ofhealth issues: state health
services to rural areas, long-term health care, and the
status of Proposition 99 programs.

• Finally, we analyze the issues of county fiscal capacity
and the implementation of Proposition 103.



Drug Use in California

How Widespread Is Drug Use? What Are the Characteristics
of Heavy Drug Users?

For the pastseveral years, drug use and abuse has been one
ofthe most prominent issues in the country. The public's interest
in and concern about the subject has been. heightened by the
current federal "war on drugs." While the national focus has been
on illicit drugs like cocaine and heroin, the·most commonly used
drug in our society is alcohol. To assist the Legislaturein thinking
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about and responding to issues relating to both alcohol and drug
use, we have prepared three related pieces on the subject.

In this analysis,. the first of the, three. pieces, we review
national and California-specific estimates ofdrug and alcohol use
and describe use among the two populations that have generated
the greatest concern-youths and heavy users. In the following
two pieces we (1) describe the state's current alcohol- and drug
related programs and how theYV\Tould bea,ffeded.b:ythepr?po~ed

•... federal National Drug ControIStI"ategy'and'(2)re~e'Y.andana"
lyze the available research o,:nalco~ol ~Jiddrygprevention .prp
grams and disc~ssthe implication~ofourfinliiong~:LforC::i:lifopria's,
prevention programs. .' . . . .

DRUG USE

In this section we review various estimates ofthe use ofillicit
drugs (such as marijuana, cocaine,and hallucinogens) and the
nonIlledical ~se.of prescription drugs (such as stimulants and
tranquilizers). It'is difficult to measure theextE)nt of drug usage,
fortwo main reasons. First, giy~ri the illegality of illicit drugs,
users are reluctant to identifytllemselves. In addition, mally drug
users-especially heavy users-are homeless, unemployed, or
both, and therefore a.re difficult to locate and count. As a result,
no brte knows precisely how marty people use illIcit drugs. The
estimates that ai~' available rely orr surveys. Below, we provide
information on the illicit drug-using population based on the most
reliablesuiveys available. .

DRUG USE AMONG THE GENERAL POPULATION·

Drug Use Has Been Declining Nationally Since197~

The National Institute on DhlgAblise (NIDA)hassurveyed
American hduselioldsregularly since 1971 in order.to:·estimate
drug use in the United States. TheNIDA survey is generally
regarded as the best estimate of drug use among the gerteral
population. It does not, however, provide state-Ievel.estimates.
Figure 1 displays NIDA's estimates ofthe prevalence ofdrug use
among three different age groups, from 1974 to 1988. Overall, the
percen~ageofindividuals who use drugs has been declining since
1979. As the figure shows, there have been dramatic decreases
(over50percent)jn the use ofmarijua;n;i by,youths and young
adults since that time; accompanieclby m'llch. smaller declines in
the usage of most other drugs· in recent .years. The upswing in
cocaine use in 1985 by adults (18 anc;i older) corresponds roughly
to the emergence ofcrack cocaine. Historically, when a new drug
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Prevalence of Current Drug Use, 1974-1988 a'.
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a A current drug user is defined as an individual who had used drugs at leaSt once in the month prior
to the survey.

" "Other Drugs" include tranqualizers, hallucinogens, psychotherapeutics, analgesics, and sedatives.
C No values are graphed for stimulants before197T or for cocaine before 1979 since the responses

were too low to give an estimate which would be statistically significant.
d For older adults, the values for "other drugs" are not graphed since the survey only received

significant values for 1976 (5.0 percent), 1977 (6.0 percent), 1985 (2.5 percent), and 1988 (1.3
percent). The values for the other years were too low to give an estimate which would be statistically
significant.

Source: NIDA Capsules, Overview of the 1988 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse, National
Institute on Drug Abuse.
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is introduced into society, its use increases initially, then de
creases over time.

The NIDA lllsoreports that drug use d!'!clined in all age
categories; among both men and women; in all regions of the
country; for all levels of education; and for blacks, whites, and
Hispanics. Overall, the 1988 NIDA surveyfound that 14.5 million
people, or 7 percent of those surveyed, used drugs at least once
during the month prior to the slirvey. This was a 40 percent
reduction since 1979.

America's Drug ofChoice Is Marijuana. Figure 1 shows
that by far the most commonly used drug for all age groups is
marijuana. The second most prevalent drug for adults ages 18 and
over is cocaine. Although it is not shown on the graph (due to gaps
in survey data), the second most commonly used drugs for youths
are inhalants, such. as glue, amyl, and butyl nitrates. Lastly,
NIDA estimates that many ofthe 14.5 million current drug users
use more than one of the drugs identified in Figure 1.

Experimentation With Drugsls:Col11mon and
Significantly More Prevalent Than Regular Use

Figure 2 shows the 1988 NIDA estimates of the number of
current drug users-those who had used drugs at least once in the
month prior to the survey-:-relative to the estimate of "past"
users-those who have tried an illicit drug sometime during their
lifetime but not in the past month. (The classification "current
users" is gen~rally regarded as a reasonable proxy for regular
users, even though it includes a small number ofindividuals who
had first tried a drug in the month prior to the survey.)

As the figure shows, the number ofpast users is substantially
greater than the number ofcurrent drug users for all age groups.
NIDA estimates that 72.5 million people, or 37 percent of the
population age 12 and older, have tried some illicit drug at least
once. As the pie figure shows, the 37 percent is comprised of 7
percent who are current users and 30 percent who have used a
drug, but not in the past month. The greatest increase in use
occurs between the ages of18 and 25.

In general, this data indicates that over a third ofthe popula
tion has tried at least one drug, but only 20 percent of those who
have tried drugs continue to use them. These current drugusers
are predominately adults; youth (agesJ2-17) comprise only 13
percent of the total.
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Illicit Drug Use: Current and Past Use
1988 National Population Estimates
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a Note: A current drug user is defined as an individual who had used a drug at least once in the month
prior to when the survey was taken. A past user is an individual who has used a drug at least once,
but not in the past month. The sum of the two (the length of the whole bar in the figure) equals "total
users."

Source: Household Survey on Drug Abuse, 1988, National Institute on Drug Abuse.

Current Drug Use Varies Significantly Among Subgroups

The NIDA survey also identified subgroups that had a greater
prevalence ofuse than in the general population. While the survey
found that the overall current prevalence ofillicit drug use was 7.3
percent, the rate for metropolitan areas was 9 percent. Current
use among blacks. (~.2 percent) and Hispanics (7.8 percent) was
slightly 4jgherthan among whites (7.0 percent).

In general, women's drug usage was much lower than men's,
although in the west current use was· greater for women (11
percent) than men (9.3 percent). By region, women's use rate
varied dramatically, ranging from 4 percent in the northeast and
south to 6.1' percent in the northcentr~lregion and to 11pereent
in the west. In addition, NIDA estimates that 9 percent ofwomen
in the child-bearing years of15-44 are current drug users. This is
ofspecial concern since pregnant women can seriously harm their
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fetuses if they use drugs during pregnancy. We addressed the
issue of substance-exposed infants in The 1989-90 Budget: Per
spectives and Issues (please see page 250).

DRUG USE AMONG YOUTH '.,

Use Among Youth Has Also Been Declining Since 1979

The major national study of drug use among youth is the
National High School Senior Survey (NHSSS), conducted by the
University ofMichigan. Figure 3 shows the results ofthat survey
since 1975.Like the NIDA data, this survey also shows that drug
use among youths has been declining since 1979. As the figure
indicates, usage declined significantly over the period for all drugs
except cocaine, where usage peaked in 1~85 and then fell in the
following years.
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• Note: B,efore 1982 for stimulants and 1979 for hallucinogens, different definitions for these drugs
were used and thus those earlier values cannot be compared to the later values.

b Note: Includes heroin and other opiates, sedatives, and tranquilizers.

Source: ,Drug Use, Drinking, Smoking: National Survey Re~ults from High School,. College, and
Young Adult Populations, University of Michigan, Institute for Social Research.
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Another major study ofdrug use among youth is the series of
sll,rveYEl~oIllIniElsionedbythe Att0rIley General of California in
l~85-8Q,,~t:987.':88,and1989-90.The.Attorney General'ssurv:eys
covered 7th". 9th,a~d •11th grade CalifQrniapublic ~school .stu-

.•... dents. Like.thesurveys reviewed'above, the Attorney General's
survey found a substantial reduction in drug use from 1985-86 to
1987-88, including a decrease in daily users ofmarijuana frofu 7.4
percent to 4.3 percent of 11th grade students. The survey also
found that most young people's first intoxication experience
involves alCQhol and, although drugexperimelltation can begin at
an eaJ:"lyage (for; example, in 1987-88,5.6percent of 7th graders
reportedthey had tried a drug by the 6th grade), most experimen
tation takes place between the 9th and 11thgr8:des.

Youth Who Are "High-Risk" Users Have More
Social ProblemsThan "Conventional" Users

A report based on the Attorney General's survey provides
separate estiIllates of"conventional" and "high-risk" users. High
risk uSerE3VVere ~~fined as those who. e~tJ;J.er'{,1)'4ad used the less
frequently tried'and more dangerous drugs such as LSD or PCP,
or (2) had used marijuana at least weekly, or (3fwere polydrug
users (including those who combined drugs anel alcohol) on a
number ofoccasions, or (4) had used cocaine. The survey identified
14 percent of9th graders and 23 percent of11th graders as high
risk users. However, with regard to the latter group, 60 percent of
the 11th graders' enrolled in continuation high schools were
classifie?,as, high-risk users compared to 20 J>ercent of regular
high&~hools.,Thesurveyalso identified 2ifpercent of the 9th
gradEH~s anc;ll!l:percent ofthe 11th graders as abstainers (from
alcohol and drugs) within the, last six months and 57 percent of
both 9th and 11th"graders as "conventional" users.

Conventional users are defined as students who had used
alcohol or drugs at least once ill the past siX" months. The term
"conventional user" was chosen since these students' use charac
terizesthe use patterns of the majority of their peers. For ex
ample, conventional users were pred6rriiIiateIYthose who had
been intoxicated on alcohol at least once in the last six months. In
geneh'il,fbnV:~:rlti6nalusers used alcoholtathep'tllan illicit drugs
andhigh~;r;isk.users used illicit drug!,>.. ,,,' '

The ~U~~;f6undthat th~re are~igpip,cantclifferencesin the
characteristics ofhigh~riskand conventional drtIgll,sers, Figure 4
compares· the characteristics ofhigh~risk"users with those of
conventional users and abstainers. As the figure shows, high-risk
users were less likely .to live with both. parents,tend to have lower
grades, are more likely to have had earlier experiences with
intoxication (age 13" or earlier), scored higher on :measures of

, ' "' :.. ,- ... \
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California Public School Students Who Are "High-Risk
Users" Differ from "Conventional Users" and Abstainers a

High-Risk Users

Conventional Users

Abstainers
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a Abstainers are defined as those who reported no use in the last six months.

Source: I~entifyingHigh-Risk Substance Users in Grades 9 and 11, A Report Base~ on the 1987-88
California Substance Use Survey. Rodney Skager, Sandra Firth, 1989.
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school dropout potential, and more often engage in high-risk
behavior, such as driving or riding in a car while drinking,
smoking cigarettes, having friends who have gotten into trouble
in school, and attending school while "high" on alcohol or drugs.

The survey also found that high-risk users were more likely to
consider alcohol and drugs easy to obtain within their communi
ties and to believe that students used drugs to have a gObd time or
but ofboredom. We discuss some ofthe policy implications ofthese
differences in characteristics in our analysis of prevention pro
grams (please see second following piece).

HEAVY DRUG·USE·

The National Surveys Are Poor Estimates of Heavy Use

While both the NIDA national household survey and the
NHSSS provide reasonably good estimates ofdrug use among the
general population, they miss certain segments ofthe population.
Specifically, the NIDA survey does not include the homeless and
persons living on military bases, in dormitories, or in other group
quarters or institutions (such as hospitals and jails). The NHSSS
bnly includes high school seniors and thus excludes dropouts.
Therefore,these surveys may be missing someofthe individuals
who are most prone to heavy drug use.

For example, the NIDA survey does not give estimates for
current heroin use since the responsesit receives are too small to
be significant. This is not surprising since heroin use is also
considered to be one of the most deviant forms·of drug use and
therefore is less prevalent among the general population. Like
wise, the NHSSS states that the effect ofnot surveying dropouts
means its figures are low, but it estimates that the largest
correction for most drugs, taking into account both dropouts and
absentees, would, be an increase of7.5 percent. However, NHSSS
states that, even with its corrections, it is unable to get a very
accurate estimate for heroip.. use, and perhaps even for crack
cocaine and PCP use, since these drugs represent the most
deviant end ofthe drug-using spectrum. Therefore, the use of
these drugs by dropouts may be much higher than their use by
students who attend class.

Because of these methodological problems with the NIDA
survey and the NHSSS,and because drug use by heavy drug users
is a major public policy concern, it is important to examine other
sources of data on this population. Below we summarize not only
the NIDA estimates of heavy drug use but four other major
sources ofdata on this population: The California Department of
Alcohol and Drug Program's (DADP) estimate of "problem drug
use," the Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN), the Drug Use
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Forecasting,.{DUF.) Program,and the DADP's California Drug
Abuse Data System(CAL-DAPS).;

Heavy Drug· Use: NIDA Survey Results Are Mixed .'

Until recently, NIDAdid not ask any questions specifically
about heavy drug use. In 1985, NIDA began to ask ,additional
questions regarding heavy useofcocaine andmarijuana, the most
prevalent drugs. TheNIDA reported in 1988 that the number of
frequent users of marijuana declined by 28 percent froru1985.
This decrease is not as steep asthe declinein casualuse, but is still
substantial. On the other hand, although the number of current
cocaine users decreased by 50 percent between1985 and1988~the
number of heavy users-those who "Used cocaine at least once a
week-'-increased by 33 percent (from"'647,000 to 862,000): In
addition, NIDA estimates that the number of daily, or almost
daily, users of cocaine increased 19 percentbe~w.een1985 and
1988. The survey alsofoulld that, ofth!l;2.9 millioncurrentcocaine
users,almost 500,000 usedcrack cocaine. Thus, alth01+ghcurrent
drug use and cocaine use declilled in r~centyears, the heilVY use

.' of cocaine has increased. .

The DADP Estimates There Are
2.1 Million Problem Drug Users in California .

101983, the DADP contracted fora study.toe$timate the
numberof"problem drug us~rs"in California. Problem drug users
are defined·as those who have smoked marijuanafor200r more
ofthe past.30 days, who have used opiates at l~astonce,jn the past
30.days,or whohave.u$ed any ether drug (such as cocaine or
hallucinogens) for nonmedical purposes for 5 or more of the past

"' 30 days. Based on this study, the department estimat,ed;that, in
1986, there were .2.1million problem drug users in California.

The department's estimate is frequently cited apd.if does
shggest thatth.ereare a substantial nUJ;nber ofprobie~dru~users
in California. However, even the departmeritaclmowledges that
it is a very rough estimate. Moreover,because ofthe differen.ces in

. how"problem users" arid "heavy users" are deflni:ld by the DADP
and NIDA, respectively, the department's estimate for California
is not directly comparable to NIDA's national estimates.

Emergency Room Episodes 'and Dtug~Related'

Deaths Have Greatly Increased During the 1980s

TheDAWN collects data from hospitals and medic~lex,Eimin
erS on the number of timesdrug$ aren~portedor;mentioned in
emergenCY rooms in certain Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (SMSAs}thrbllg]:lOlltthe United Stat~s.Jn9aliforhia, three
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SMSAs are part of the DAWN system: Los Angeles, San Fran
cisco,·and Sah Diego.

Unlikt'l the NIDA surveydata, the DAWN data cannot be used
to estimate the absolute number of heavy drug users. It does,
however, provide a very good estimate ofthe trends in heavy use.
In California, DAWN.has recorded massive increases in emer
gency room admissions involving cocaine and therapeutic am
phetamines (amphetamines, methamphetamine, etc.) since the
early1980s. Specifically, from 1983 to 1988, DAWN recorded the
following increases in California: -

• Cocaine. A 451 percent increase in emergency room
episodes and a 457 percent increase in cocaine-related
deaths.

• Therapeutic Amphetamines. A 157 percent increase in
emergency room episodes and a 177 percent increase in
therapeutic amphetamine-related deaths.

• Heroin/Morphine. A 122 percent increase in emergency
room episodeS and a98 percent increase in heroin/mor-
phine-related deaths. . .

• Marijuana. A 57 percent increase in emergency room
episodes.

These data strongly suggest that there has been a large
increase in the heavy use of cocaine and therapeutic ampheta
mines, with a smaller relative increase in heavy heroin/morphine
and marijuana use. (The data did show a significant decrease of
heavy use of one drug-PCP.) While the trends in heavy cocaine
and amphetamine use reflected in the DAWN data may appear to
contradict the declines in use by the general population reflected
in the NIDA data, we believe that both estimates are valid.
Specifically, thedata suggest thatcasual or experimental drug
use is substantially decreasing while heavy drug use is increas
ing.

Characteristics of Heavy Drug Users

Two other sources of data-the DUF Program and DADP's
CAL-DAnS-provide additional insights as to the characteristics
of many heavy drug users.

Arrestees. The DUF Program conducts interviews and col
lects urine Eipecimens from arresteesin large cities nationwide.
Although the program is voluntary, over 90 percent of the ar
restees asked to participate have given interviews and over 80
percenthave provided urine specimens. The National Institute of
Justice began the DUF Program in NewYork City in 1986 and has
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been expanding it ever since. There are three DUF sites in
California: Los Angeles, San Diego, and a new one in Santa Clara.

Currently, there is information available on arrestees (all
types.,.-drug-relateq and nondrug-related) for the period January
through March 1988. The data indicate dramatically high levels
ofdrug use. Forinstllnce, the perceJ;ltage ofmale arrestees testing
positive f9r any drug (not including alcohol) ranged from a low of
58 percent in New Orleans to a high of 82 percent in New York
City. Los Angeles registered 74 percent testing positive (64 per
cent, excludingmarijuana) and San Diego, 79 percent (69 percent,
excluding marijuana). Female arrestees, although much fewer in
number, registered slightly higher values. In Los Angeles 79
percent tested positive for drugs (73 percent, excluding mari
juana). (Data for females is not available for San Diego.)

Again, the figures above are for all arrestees, not just those
arrested for. a drug violation. For example, in Los Angeles 84
percent of the male arrestees whose major charge at the time of
arrest was robbery tested positive for drugs. Similarly, 83 percent
of those arre!?ted for burglary, 77 percent for larceny, and 71
percent for stolen property tested. positive for drugs. Figure 5
displays some of the characteristics·of arrestees interviewed by
the Los Angeles DUFProgram.

Drug Treatment Clients. The DADP collects data through
.the CAL-DADS on drug treatment clients who are admitted to
publicly funded treatmentcenters and private methadone clinics.
This data also provides some insight into the characteristics of

.heavy drug users, although since the system includes private
methadone providers, the data is somewhat more representative
ofheroin addicts than of other heavy drug users. Figure 6 shows

,the characteristics of drug treatment clients, based on the infor-
mation collected on CAL-DADS.

Taken together, Fi~res 5 and 6 provide a snapshot of the
characteristics of two populations ofheavy drug users: arrestees
and treatment clients. The figures show that:

• Most Heavy Drug Users Have atLeast a High School
Education. Figure 5 shows that approximately 70 per

L cent dfblack and white arrestees had at leasta high school
education. By comparison; only 30 percent of Hispanic
males who are heavy drug users had at least a high school

. education.

• Heavy Drug Users Tend to Be Unemployed. The
figures sho\\, that 71 percent of treatment clients are
either seeking work Or are out ofthe labor market alto
gether. The arrestee data shoWs that about half of the

•. ,. '. " • i 'j'
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• Men, 63 percent oltotal
• Women, 37 percent of total
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• Note: Not shown is the 3 percent of the arrestees who are not black, Hispanic, or white.

Source: Annual Epidemiological Analysis of LosAngeles County Drug Use Forecasting Data, UCLA
Drug Abuse Information and Monitoring Project, April 19B9.
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white and Hispariic male arrestees were employed full
time, as compared to one-fourth of black males.

• DrugPreferences DifferSubstantiallyAlongEthnic
andRacialLines. Figure 6 shows that whites constitute
86 percent of the amphetamine users in drug treatment
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and only 36'percerit ofcocain~users., On the other hand,
blackswere42percentofthe cocaine treatment admis
sions and only 12 percent ofthe heroin admissions. His
panics were a sigilificantporti()n ofthe heroin admissions.

In addition to.theinformati()n shown in Fjgure6, treatment
data from the DADP. indicate that the. primary drug of choice
among addicts differs substantially along geographic lines. For
example, in1.987-88 amphetl:UIlineadmissions were concentrated
in the counties ofRiverside, San Bernardino, and San Diego and
also made up a large proportion of the admissions in' rural
counties. On the other hand, 46 percent ofall cocaine admissions
were in Los Angeles County. The coun~ieswith the nexthighest
c9caine admissions were Orange County with 11 percent lind San

.. FranCisco County with 6 percent ofstatewide.cocaineadinissions.

SUMMARY

Many Americans have experimented with drugs, but most
experimenters have notgone onto become regular users. Among
the general populatioIl, illicit use ofmost drug-shas been decreas
ing steadily for many years, although cocaine use has dropped
only since 1985. However, indicators ofheavy drug use-such as
emergen,cy room drug-r,elatedadmissions-indicate that heavy
use of drugs has been increasing fqrmost of this decade. This
suggests thatthe drug..using populatJ.on consists of.twodistinct
populations-easual users whose numbers have been decreasing
and heavy users whose numbers have been increasing.

Drug use among youth, as among-the generalpopulation, has
also been. steadily decreasing". Survey data sug~est that youth
who use dnigs regularly or have tried the more dangerous drugs
(such as' cocaine) aresigriificantly different from the youth who
abstain from alcohol and drugs, onlyuse alcohol, or who use drugs
infrequently. These frequent drug users have social and behav
ioralproblems (such'as poor grades) and engage in morehigh~risk

behavior (like attending school while ''high'~ on drugs). Lastly,
treatment and arrestee dataindicate that most heavy drug users
are unemployed and mostarrestees are underthe influence ofan
illegal substance.

ALCOHOL USE AND
ALCOHOLmREL~TED PROBLEMS

While alcohol is legal for adults,there are still serious societal
problems caused by the misuse ofalcohol (for example, alcoholism
and alcohol consumption bypregnant women) and the illegal use
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of alcohol (for example, driving while i;ntoxicated and the use by
minors). Because ofits legality, estimates ofthe amount ofalcohol
consumed are much more reliable than those for illicit drugs. In
this part of the analysis, we review national and California
specific estimates of alcohol consumption as well as some of the
data on alcohol-related problems. Inaddition, we describe alcohol
use among youths and heavy drinkers.

ALCOHOL USE AMONG THE GENERAL POPULATION

Alcohol Consumption,

As with drug use, per capita consumption ofalcohol has been
decreasing nationwide and in California since the late 1970s. The
decrease in· alcohol use, however, has been much more gradual
than the decrease in drug use. Figure 7 shows California's con
sumption as compared to the rest of the nation for beer, wine,
distilled spirits, and all alcoholic beverages. (Amounts are ex
pressedingallons ofethanol consumed, not ingallons ofbeverage
consumed.) As the figure shows, California's per capita (age 14
and older) consumption ofalcohol fell from 3.40 gallons in 1979 to
3.12 gallons in 1986 (the last year for which data are available)
a reduction of 8.2 percent.

Figure 7 also shows Californians drank 21 percent more
alcohol per capita in 1986 than Americans nationwide, withmost
of the difference due to wine consumption. In 1986, Californians
drank wine attwice the national per capita rate.

ALCOHOL USE AMONG· YOUTH

Alcohol'Use Among Youth Has Declined Only Slightly
'\ .'

The NHSSS reports only a slight decrease in alcohol use
among high school seniors. Figure 8 shows the use ofalcohol from
1975 to 1988 for this group. For all three categories-use within
the past 30 days, 5 or more drinks in a row in one sitting within
the past 2 weeks, and daily use-the survey found very slight
gradual decreases. From1979 to 1988, use within the past 30 days
decreased from 72 percent to 64 percent, the number having 5 or
more drinks in a row within the past 2 weeks decreased from 41
percent to 35 percent, and daily use decreased from 6.9 percent to
4.2 percent.

Experimentation Begins at an Early Age

The Attorney General's surveyofCalifornia'13 students found
that experimentation with alcohol begins at a substalltially ear
lier age than does experimentation with illicit drugs. The survey
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. .

Annual Per Capita Consumption of Alcohol in
Alcoholic Beverages, U.S. and California

1977-1986
8
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a The per capita values are based on the population age 14 or older. Volumes are in gallons of
ethanol consumed (not total liquid).

Source: Center for Disease Control, 1989.

reported that, in 1987-88,46 percent ofthe 7th graders surveyed
had tried alcohol at least once by the time they had reached the 6th
grade. However, only 10 percentbfthem had been intoxicated at
least once by that time. By comparison, 40 percent of11th graders
had been drunk at least once by the 9th grade and 62 percent by
the 11th grade. Interestingly, only 64 percent of 7th graders said
they thought their parents were "strongly against" their use of
alcohol. This number dropped to47 percent for 11thgraders.
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Alcohol Use Among High School Seniors
National High School Senior Survey

1975 through 1988

Percentage of Seniors
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- Past 30 Days

- - 5+ drink,s/2weeks

-'- Daily Use ,

50

40 ------- '--/' '- ---..
"

"

, 10

5
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Source: Drug Use, Drinking, Smoking: National SUNey Results from High School, College, and
Young Adult Populations, University of Michigan, Institute for Social Research.

,HEAVY ALCOHOL USE AND ALCOHOL·RELATEDPROBLEMS

Ten Percent of Drinkers Responsible
fo~ Half of TotalConsurpption

In1987" the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol
ism (NIAAA) estimated that there were18million adults 18years
ofage and olderwho experienced problemssuch as loss ofmemory,
inability to stop drinking until intoxicated, inability to cut down
on drinking,binge drinking, and withdrawal symptoms. The
NIAAAdefines persons with such dependent symptoms, as alco
holics.
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In addition, based On information from various studies, the
NIAAA estimates that approximately one-third ofthe u.s. popu
lation age 18 and overare abstainers, one-third are light drinkers,
and one-third are moderate to heavy drinkers. Although two
thirds of the adult population drink, consumption of alcohol is
very unevenly distributed among the drinking population. NIAAA
estimates thatl0 percent ofthe drinkers, or 6.5 percent ofthe U.S.
adult population, account for one-halfofall the alcoholconsumed
in the nation.

Heavy Alcohol Use Is Significantly
Higher Among Certain SUbgroups

As we saW in drug use, there are racial, ethnic, and gender
differences in alcohol use. The NIAAA reports that, with respect
to gender, alcohol use differs as follows:

• Among all age groups, more men than women are drink
ers, and of those who drink, there are significantly more
heavy drinkers among men than among women. For
example, among 18-29 year oIds, NIAAA estimates that
81 percent of men are drinkers· versus 73 percent of
women. In this age group, 28 percent ofthe men are heavy
drinkers, whereas only 7 percent ofthe women are classi
fied as heavy drinkers.

• Among Hispanics, almost· half of Hispanic women are
abstainers, but less than one-fourth of Hispanic men
abstain.

The NIAAA also .reports the following ethnic and racial
differences in alcohol use:

• Hispanic men have a higher rate ofalcohol uSe and abuse
than the general population.

• Abstention from alcohol is more common among blacks
than among whites; and in addition, black men who drink
are less likely than white men who drink to be. heavy
drinkers.

• American Indians and Alaskan Natives appear to have
very high rates of alcohol abuse and alcoholism. For in
stahce, in 1979 American Indian hospital discharges
involving alcohol-related illnesses and injuries were more
than three times the rate of the general population. In
addition, the combined mortality rate from 1977 through
1979 for alcohol psychosis, alcoholism, and alcoholic cir
rhosis ofthe liver was 57.3 per 100,000 American Indians
and Alaskan Natives as compared to 7.4 per 100,000 for
the overall population.
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• Although alcohol use differs among Asian Americans of
differeIit origins, generallyAsianAmerica.hs ofboth sexes
drink sigriificantly less than whites, bl~cks,or Hispanics.

Lastly, homeless persons are estimated to have a high rate of
alcohol-related problems. Forexample, in1988 the Rand Institute
reported that 57 percent ofthe homeless inAlameda,Orange, and
Yolo Counties hat! an alcoholabuse problem. .

The data that the DADP collects on alcohol recovery clients is
not as extensive as the data on drug treatment clients. For this
reason, the department can only estimate the size and makeup of
the clientele. The DADP estimates that for 1989-90, alcohol
recovery clients are 78 percent male, 64 percent white, and 22
percent black, and predominantly between tne ages of25 and 44.
Unlike the drug data, there is no information.on their level of
education or employment. .

Alcohol';Related Problems Are
Not Solely Confil'led to Heavy Users

A National Academy of Sciences report found that although
the heaviest drinkers have the highest rates of alcohol-related
problems, the larger number of light and. moderate drinkers
account for more ofthe total alcohol-related problems than heavy
drinkers. As noted above, alcohol-related problems result in many
different types of costs to individua.ls and society.· For instance,
during 1987, there were 45,533 alcohol-related motor vehicle
accidents in the state that killed 2,754 Californians and injured
68,817. The number of people killed in alcohol-related motor
vehicle accidents in California increased;t.4 percent between 1982
and 1987. About halfofall the people killed-and one-fifth ofthe
people iIijured--inmotor vehicle accidents were in alcohol-related
accidents.

In addition to traffic accidents, alcohol is a factor in many
nontraffic irijuries and deaths such as drownings,falls, fires, and
suicides. TheDADP estimatesthatfrom 20 percentto 25 percent
of all hospital admissions are alcohol-related. Lastly, a pregnant
woman can cause harm to her fetus ifshe conSU,mes alcohol during
her pregnancy., The DADP estimates that approximately 4,500
infants areb'orn annuallyin California with either Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome or Fetal Alcohol Effects, which are serious medical and
developmental condItions directly related to alcohol use.
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Almost Half of All Convicted Persons Had
Used Alcohol Prior to Committing Their Crime

A 1985 U.S. Department of Justice study sampled county
prisons to find out how many prisoners had been under the
influence of alcohol at the time of their criminal activity. The
study estimated that 48 percent of convicted persons had used
alcohol prior to committing their crimes. As was the case with the
drug data presented earlier, alcohol was a factor in a wide variety
of crimes, not just with infractions associated with alcohol con
sumption itself, such as public drunkenness or driving under the
influence. For example, the study estimated that 54 percent of
violent crimes and 40 percent of property crimes were performed
under the influence of alcohol. If this national data is considered
together with the DUF arrestee data presented earlier, it is clear
that many crimes are committedunder the influence ofboth drugs
and alcohol. .

SUMMARY

The consumption of alcohol has been decreasing, but at a
much slower rate than drugs. As with drug use, alcohol is used by
a large portion ofthe society, but atvarying levels ofuse. Although
two-thirds of the population drink alcohol, 10 percent of the
drinkers consume half of all the alcohol.

Alcoholexperimentation begins at an early age, much earlier
than drug use. Although alcohol is illegal for teenagers, many
students reported that they did not think their parents were
strongly against their drinking it. Finally, the misuse of alcohol
results in serious health and safety problems for both individuals
and society.
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Anti-Drug Programs in California

,
How Will the Recently Enacted Federal Drug Control
Legislation Affect California's Drug Control Programs?

,

Background

In September 1989, President Bush proposed the first phase
ofa major new "National Drug Control Strategy," which included
requests for federal funding for various anti-drug programs and
proposalsfor changes in federal and state laws. Congress enacted
the funding provisions ofthe strategy, andasatesult, California
will receive substantial increases in federal funds for a,nti-drug
programs in the current and budget years. The additional funds
provide the Legislature with an opportunity to assess California's
current expenditures for various drug programs and more sharply
focus the state's response to substance abuse.
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In this analysis, we review the state's current efforts to control
drug abuse through enforcement, treatment, prevention, and
research programs. We then examine the changes in federal
funding resulting from the President's National Drug Control
Strategy. This analysis is designed to assist the Legislature as it
considers the options and opportunities available to California as
a result of the increased federal funding.

CAl.,IFORNIA'S CURRENT ANTI-pRUG EFFORTS

IIlorder to assess the possible uses of the incr~a.sedfederal
.fuIlds;it is necessary to know what anti-drug PI"0grazns gurrently
operate ihCalifornia, both at the state and local levels, We were
able to identify most expenditures at the state level, but because
of data limitations, were unable to quantify expenditures at the
local government level. It should be noted that our discussion of
state and local anti-drug programs includes programs designed to
curb the use of both alcohol and other legal and illegal drugs.

State Anti-Drug Programs

Anti-drug programs at the state level can be grouped in one of
four categories:· enforcement programs, prevention. programs,
treatment programs, and research programs. The total funding
levels for these programs in the current year are displayed in
Figure LItindicates that the state will spend $940 million for
anti-drug programs in 1989-90. (For reasons discussed below, this
figure should be viewed as the minimum amount spent by the
state. Actual expenditures are probably much greater.)

As the figur~ shows, enforcement of drug control laws repre
sents the largest expenditure category for stateprogranis. Federal
funding is concentrated primarily in the treatment and preven
tion categories. In both cases, federal expenditures are roughly

Figure 1

1989-90
(in millions)

Enforcement
Treatment
Prevention
Research

Total

$19.3
94.7
51.1
13:5

$178.6

$626.6
95.1
39.3

0.7

$761.7

$645.9
189.8
90.4
14.2

$940.3
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equivalent to state expenditures. Federal funding provides the
bulk of the drug research funding for the.state but only a small
portion of total spending for enforcement: .

Figure 2 provides a detailed listing ofthe anti-drug programs
summarized in Figure 1. Below, we highlight some of the major
programs in each category.

Enforcement. We estimate that the state will spend about
$646million for enforcementofdrug control lawsin 1989-90. The
cost ofincarcerating drug offenders in state prisons ($501 million)
far exceeds all the other identified expenditures in this category,
representing about 78 percent of the total spending on enforce
ment. Drug offenses include possession, manufacture, sale or
transportation of illegal drugs. Most of the programs in this
category are related to direct enforcement of drug laws by state
agencies.

The total enforcement amount includes only those costs directly
identified as related to imprisonment of drug offenders. In addi
tion, there are many otherpersons incarcerated for crimes com~

mitted as a result ofsubstance abuse (such as burglary to support
a heroin habit or assault and battery while under the influence of
alcohol), the costs ofwhich are not included in the total. We know
that these types ofcrimes represent a large percentage ofthe total
enforcement costs. For instance, 76 percent of state priSOIl in
mates have a history of substance abuse. In addition, data col
lected on a sample of arrestees in Los Angeles indicate that 74
percent ofthe males and 7.9 percent ofthe females tested positive
for drugs.

There are also court-related costs which are n.ot included in
the enforcement totals. of Figures 1 and 2, because these costs
cannot be quantified. This is because it is impossible to determine
the amount of time and work required by courts to try drug
offenders. We do know, however, that the state will spend almost
$630 million for court programs in the current year, with a
sizeable portion of that amount attributable to drug offenses.

Treatment. The second highest category of state expendi
tures for anti-drug programs is treatment, with almost $190
million in 1989-90. AlmosUwo-thirdsofthe state's expenditures
for drug treatment is concentrated inthe Department ofDrug and
Alcohol Programs (DADP). The DADP subvenes monies to county
offices of alcohol and drug programs, which fund methadone
detoxification and maintenance programs as well as alcohol
recovery homes and drug-free outpatient and residential pro
grams. In addition, the state funds several treatment programs
for inmates, wards, and parolees through the Departments of
Corrections and the Youth Authority.
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Corrections
Incarceration and Incarc.erationand parole
supervision . supervision of drug.offenders.
Drugtestil"lg Drug testing for parolees.;

Youth Authority
Incarc,erationand Incarcerati.onand parole
supervision supervision of drug offenders.
Drug testing Drug testing for parolees.

Justice
BUreau of Narcotic Statewide law enforcement
Enforcement for narcotics dealers and

clandestine drug nia.nufac~
turersoperatingin multiple
jurisdictions.

Asset Forfeiture Seizure of assets earned by
iJlegal narcotics activity.

campaign Against Coordination of multi-agency $0.5
Marijuana Planting task force program to destroy
(CAMP) marijuana; .

Jildiciary
Trial and appellate Court proceedings for drug-
courts related offenses.

Office of Criminal Justice Planning
Anti~drug abuse grant Local assistance to various 15.8
programs criminal justice agencies for

drug-related enforcement activities.
Marijuana eradication Grants to selected counties

for marijuana eradication
and prosecution~ ",','

Major Narcotics Grant program to counties
Vendor Prosecution for support of prosecution

in major drug cases.

Alcoholic Beverage Control
Licensing and Licensing the sale of alcoholic
compliance beverages. Enforcement of

Iicel1singregulations.

$500.8 $500.8

1.51.5

34.0 34.0

0.2 0.2

39.4 39.4

0.2 0.2

0.5

Unknown Unknown

15.8

2.2 2.2

2.8 2.8

22.5 22.5

Motor Vehicles
Discretionary Driving
Under the Influence
(DUI) actions '.' .'

Various'mandatory
DUI actions

Imposing and processing various
discretionary actions relating
to drivers with an identified
substance abuse problem.
Processing of a.ctions taken
when drivers are convicted of
of DUI of drugs or alcohol.

4.3

2.5

4.3
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California Highway Patrol
Traffic management DUI arrests, narcotics 14.4 14.4

drug enforcement, public
relations, drug influence
recognition and eradication.

Office of Traffic Safety
Community alcohol Special DUI enforcement in 0.7 0.7 1.4
programs 10 communities and a public

awareness program. Program
education and development.

Various programs Training to law enforcement 2.3 2.3
and the public, studies and
pilot programs.

Commission on Peace Officers Standards and Training (POST)
Peace officer training Courses offered in the areas 0.3 0.3

of alcohol and drug awareness
and investigation.

Board of Corrections
Peace officer training Courses offered in the areas 0.6 0.6

of alc:;ohol and drug awareness
and investigation.

Parks and Recreation
Training Drug and alcohol training for

peace officers.

Total, Enforcement Programs $19.3

0.2 0.2

$626.6 $645.9

Alcohol and Drug Programs
Various treatment Programs include methadone $69.6 $51.6 $121.2
programs detoxification and maintenance

and alcohol detoxification programs.

Unknown Unknown Unknown

0.8 0.8 1.6
Unknown Unknown Unknown

Health Services
Medi-Cal
Medi-Cal

Medically Indigent
Services Program

Perinatal substance
abuse pilot programs

Social Services
Various programs

Alcohol/drug abuse
recovery or treatment
facilities for adults

Heroin detoxification.
Health care related to drug
and alcohol abuse.
Funds health care related
to drug and alcohol abuse,
which is provided by counties.
Funding for prenatal infant
care and case management
substance abusing mothers.

Programs that target
children in families with
drug- or alcohol-abusing members,
including court dependent and
addicted babies.
Licensing.

1.8

0.1 2.1

0.2

1.8

2.2

0.2
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.University of California
Alcohol and drug Numerousresearch projects
abuse programs related to substance abuse.

Various state agencies
Various research· Alcohol and drug-related.
Total, Research Programs

$12.9

0.6.
$13.5

$0.7 $13.6

0.6
$0.7 $14.2

The state's Medi-Cal program provides assistance to thou
sands of low-income persons, many of whom suffer from medical
problems resulting from alcohol or drug use. Expenditures for
Medi-Cal services in the current year are about $7 billion, about
half of which is from state funds and half from federal funds.
Because of data limitations, it is not possible to quantify the
portionofthis amount that is devoted to this treatment. However,
every 1 percent oftotal Medi-Cal expenditures which is devoted to
treatment ofpersons for.alc()holanddrug-relateq health problems
adds $70 million to the total amount in the treatment category.

In addition, the state currently spends about $400 million for
the Medically Indigent Services Program (MISP), whichprovides
funding to counties for health servicesfor indigent persons. There
is no data on the amount of MISP funding devoted to care and
~reatmentof alcohol and drug-related health programs.

Prevention. Programs designed to prevent alcohol and drug
use represent the third highest category of the state's anti-drug
expenditures. About $90 million will be spent for these programs
in the current year. These programs are a.dministered primarily
by three state agencies: the DADP, the State Department of
Education. (SDE), and the Office of Criminal Justice Planning
(OCJP). The largest state expenditures in this category are for the
programs administered by DADP ($43 million), which subvenes
most ofthesefundsto countyoffices ofalcohol and drug programs.
The pCJP provides prevention· prognuns through its
Comprehensive Alcohol and Drug Prevention Education (CADPE)
program, while· the SDK serves primarily as a conduit to local
agencies for federal prevention fu,nding.For a detailed discussion
of the state's expenditures on prevention programs, see "Drug
Prevention in California" following.this analysis.

Research. Alcohol and drug research suppbrtedby the state
is primarily conductedby the University ofCalifornia. The bulk of
this research,which totals $14 million in the current year, is
supported by federal funds.
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Loc~rAnti-DrugPrograms

In addition to federal and state funding for anti-drug pro
grams (much ofwhich is "passed through" to local governments),
local entities also spend millions of dollars annually from their
own revenues on anti-drug programs. In reviewing data on local
spending, however, we found that it is not possibl~ to id~ntifY'all

the funding sources and amounts for these programs. This is
because anti-drug programs are generally part of a broader
reporting category (for ~xample, a local alcohol prevention pro
gram might be included in "public health" expenditures). It is
possible, however, to offer some general comments on the catego
ries in which local governments spend money for drug control.

Enforcement. Enforcement is also the largest segment of
local government expenditures related to anti-drug efforts. Local
governments bear the costs for enforcement of drug control laws
through county sheriffs, county probation, and city police depart
ments. These law enforcement agencies spend in.excess of $5
billion per year statewideto investigate, make arrests, supervise,
and incarcerate persons for all crimes. In 1988 nearly 30 percent
ofall arrests at the local level were for drug-related offenses. [{the
costs were strictly proportional to arrests, the total amount spent
by local entities on enforcement costs would be about $1.5 billion.

In addition to the sheriffs, probation, and police expenditures
related to drug control, local governments also bear the costs of
prosecuting drug offenses and defending indigent defendants
through the district attorney's and public defender's offices, re
spectively: The annual costs for these functions is over $600
million statewide, some sizeable portion of which can be attrib
uted to cases related to substance abuse.

Treatment and Prevention. Other local agencies also bear
major costs of drug treatmentand prevention services. For ex
ample, when indigent substance abusers use a county hospital
emergency room, or are admitted to a county hospital, it is often
the localagency that absorbs the cost oftreatment. In addition to
the funds provided by the state, .counties spend almost $1 billion
in local health care and public health programs. AnuDknown
portion ofthis amount is related to the effects ofsubstance abuse.
Counties also spend an unknown amount oftheir funds to provide
follow-up care and other services (such as homeless shelters) for
indigent substance abusers. Local agencies may·also provide

.family counseling and support services to local residents who are
victims of substance abuse. In addition, local school di.stricts
spend funds for school-based prevention and education programs
that are not funded by the state and for the costs of s:upporting
teachers to deliver drug and alcohol education curricula.
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In summary,although we cannot precisely quantifY the
amount local agencies spend on anti~drug programs, the total
could easily be close to, or in excess of, $2 billion.

THE.NATIONAL DRUG CONTROL STRATEGY

The Bush Administration's strategy released in September
was the first of a two-part plan. In the first phase, the president
requ~sted$7.9 billion in federal spending for various anti-drug
programs. In late November, the Congress increased the presi
dent's request and appropriated a total of $8,8 billion for the
programs. Although much ofthe additional funding is confined to
federal programs (such as defense and federal prison programs),
there are also substantial increases in grant funds available to
states.

In this section, we describe the Bush Administration's recom
mendations for changes in state law, detail the additional federa.l
funds that will be available to California, and provide an overview
ofthe uncertainties about the plan that the Legislature may wish
to monitor,

Suggested State Legislation

The Bush Administration recommended that states enact a
varietyofdrugcontrol statutes. Enactment ofthese statutes is not
currently a requirement to receive additional federal money. In
reviewing the National Drug Control Strategy, we found ,that the

. California Legislature has already enacted much of the recom
mended legislation.

Specifically, the President· suggested that states adopt the
following:

• Mandatory Sentences for Drug Offenses. .These sen
tences would carry prison terms for serious drug crimes.

• Alternative Sentences for Some Offenses. These
sentences would include a variety ofpenalties for drug
offenses, including community service, house arrest, and
work on environmental projects.

• AssetForfeiture Laws. These laws allow confiscation of
property that is presumed to be used in facilitating illegal
drug· transactions. The Admlnlstration suggested that
states earmark the funds to law enforcementprograms.

• SchoolyardLaws. These laws provide additionalpenal
ties for anyone selling or usmg drugs around a schoolyard
or place frequented by children.
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• Penaltiesrfor Drug Possession. These laws provide
penalties for possession of even a small amount of illegal
drugs, such as losing a driver's license.

• Drug-Free Workplace Statutes. The Administration
recommends all state and municipal employers be re
quired to take personnel action against employees found
to be using drugs.

Our analysis indicates that most of the provisions suggested
by the Bush Administrationhave already been enacted in Califor
nia in some form. For instance, the state's determinate sentencing
laws provide minimum prison sentences for many drug offenses.
The state also has specific laws prohibiting certain drug activities
near schools, and laws permitting forfeiture ofassets earned as a
result of illegal drug activities.

Federal Funding for California

The Congress appropriated additional monies for grant pro
grams that are available to the states. Although the President
originally proposed funding his National Drug Control Strategy
by redirecting funds from State Legalization Impact Assistance
Grants (SLIAG) under the federal Immigration Reform and Control
Act, that proposal was rejected by Congress. Had the President's
original proposal been enacted, it could have had a significant
impact on California, which is estimated to receive almost $2
billion in SLIAG funds over an estimated five-year period.

There are three major federal grant programs that provide
funds to states for drug programs: the Drug Control and System
Improvement Formula Grant Program; Alcohol, DrugAbuse, and
Mental Health Services Block Grant Program; and Drug Free
Schools and Communities Block GrantProgram. These grants are
referred to as "formula" grants because they are allocated to the
states on the basis of a formula that takes into account a state's
population and other distinguishing characteristics. Of the total
amount~ppropriatedby the Congress for the federal plan, ap
proximately $2.2 billion was provided for these various formula
grants. Although some ofthe grants are usedto support programs
at the state level, the majority pass through state agencies and are
spent at the local level.

We estimate that California will receive approximately $209
million for these grants in federal fiscal year (FFY) 1990 (October
1989 to September 1990), an increase ofabout $100 million, or 91
percent, above the amount providedin FFY 1989. The additional
federal funding should be available for expenditure in both 1989
90 and 1990-91, the state fiscal years which overlap with FFY
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1990. In some cases, the state will have as long as three years to
spend the funds. Figure 3 compares the 1990 amounts for the
three grants to the 1989 amount.

Drug Control and System Improvement
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Services
(substance abuse portion only)

Drug Free Schools and Communities

Totals

a October 1, 1988 through September 30, 1989.
b October 1, 1989 through September 30, 1990.

$10.8

68.5
30.0

$109.3

$39.7

120.7
48.4

$208.8

268%

76
61

91%

We provide details on the three grant programs below.

Drug Control and System Improvement Grants. Califor
nia will receive $40 million in FFY 1990, an increase of 268
percent. These funds can be used for virtually any law enforce
ment function. Federal law requires the state to allocate 64
percent, ($25.5 million) to local law enforcement agencies and 36
percent ($14.1 million) for state agencies and administration.

The federal government made changes tothis program when
the newfunds were appropriated. In the past, states were allowed
to allocate up to 10 percent of the grant for administration of the
program. This year, only 5 percent is allowed for administration.

We describe the Governor's proposals for use ofthese funds in
our analysis ofthe OCJPin theAnalysisofthe 1990-91 BudgetBill
(please see Item 8100). .

Alcohol, DrugAbuse, and MentalHealth Services (ADMS)
Block. Grants. We estimate that California's share ofthe ADMS
Block Grants will be $140,1 million for FFY 1990, ofwhich $120.7
million is for alcohol and drug abuse programs and $19.4 million
is for mental health programs. This grant has a number of
constraints on its use that require specific expenditure levels for
particular program areas. For example, federallawrequires that
at least 35 percent ofthe block grantbe used for alcohol programs
and at least 35 percent for drug programs.

It is not clearwhether additional constraints will be placed on
these grant funds; At the time this analysis was prepared, there
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were still several issues which were awaiting action in Congress.
Among the items under discussion are how to allocate the funds,
whether treatment programs should be required to show greater
accountability, and whether additional portions of the grant
should have categorical restrictions. This grant program is dis
cussed in our analysis of the DADP in the Analysis (please see
Item 4200).

'. .
Drug Free Schools and Communities Block Grant. Based

on information furnished by the DADP, we estimate that Califor
nia will receive approximately $48.4 million in federal grants
under this program. About $35 million of these funds· will go
directly to the SDE, with the remaining funds being the "Gover
nor's discretionary funds," In the current year, the Governor's
discretionary funds are allocated to the DADP, OCJP, and the
Department of the Youth Authority.

With the FFY 1990 appropriation, the grant was amended to
create a new program to be funded out ofthe Governor's discre
tionary monies. Federal law requires· that this new program
provide funds to local education agencies at the discretion of the
Governor. (Please see Item 6110 oftheAnalysis for ourdiscussion
ofthe SDE portion ofthese funds and Item 4200 for our discussion
of the new Governor's discretionary funds.) At the time this
analysis was prepared, no details were available on the new
program.

Uncertainties About the Federal Program Remain

The second phase ofthe President's plan was released in late
January 1990. Although the specific provisions of the second
phase were not available at the time this analysis was prepared,
it appears that the state and local governments could receive even
greater federal funding in the budget year under the President's
proposal. Los Angeles and certain parts of southern California
may receive increased funding if designated as a high-intensity
drug trafficking area.

Until Congress acts on the the second phase ofthe President's
plan and all regulations are in place, it is impossible to predict
what thefinal result will be. However, we do know that during the
past year several changes in the grant requirements were consid
ered, such as:

• Requiring drug testing of inmates and persons arrested
for various crimes as a prerequisite to receiving federal
criminal justice funds.

• Strengthening accountability requirements for drug and
alcohol treatment and prevention programs.
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• Requiring all states receiving federal drug funds to have
a written state strategy.

• Requiring schools receiving substance abuse funds to
develop plans and sanctions for drug-abusing faculty,
students, and staff.

At this time, however, it is not clear whether any of these
alternatives will be implemented as a requirement for receipt of
federal funds.

Legislature Needs Information

We recommend that the Department ofFinance, in con
junction with otherstate agencies, report to theLegislature
prior to budget hearings on the administration's proposed
expenditure plan for new federal drug control funds.

Based on the information presented above, we estimate that
California will receive at least an additional $100 million in
federal funds for expenditure in 1989-90 and 1990-91 for anti
drug programs. At this time, however, there is a lack of data on
how the administration proposes to spend all of the additional
money, and, more specifically, how much will actually be avail
able for expenditure in the budget year. The Legislature needs
information to determine whether the proposed expenditures of
the increased federal funds is consistent with a balanced ap
proach to substance abuse problems in California and meets the
priorities of the Legislature.

In order to adequately address these issues, we believe the
administration should provide the Legislature with a comprehen
sive plan ofhowit proposes to expend these funds. Accordingly, we
recommend that the Department ofFinance, in conjunction with
the DADP, the SDE, the Department of Justice and the OCJP,
report to the Legislature, prior to budget hearings, on its proposed
expenditure plan for the additional federal funds. The report
should provide information on new programs (their scope and
function) as well as information on programs that will be ex
panded. The report should also note where federal grant money
will be replacing existing state funds.
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Drug Prevention Programs

How Can the Legislature Improve Its Strategy for Preventing
Drug Problems?
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INTRODUCTION

The Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs (DADP)
estimates that in 1985 alcohol abuse cost California $11.7 billion
and drug abuse $6.0 billion due to reduced productivity, increased
mortality and morbidity, increased crimes and accidents, and
increased needs for social services. For 1990-91, the budget
proposes to spend approximately $100 million on substance abuse
prevention programs. These programs provide a variety ofeduca
tional and social services-such as classroom instruction, coun
seling, and community outreach~toprevent substance abuse by
either (1) focusing on preventing the onset ofuse (primary preven
tion) or (2) stopping abuse before it leads to addiction (early
intervention). Obviously, these programs do not represent all of
California's efforts to prevent alcohol and drug problems. For
example, they do not include alcohol and drug treatment pro
grams, or law enforcement's efforts to reduce the supply of illicit
drugs and to prosecute individuals who use illegal drugs or who
use alcohol illegally (such as drunk drivers and underage drink
ers).

In order to assist the Legislature in reviewing the social
services and educational components of the state's overall strat
egy for preventing substance abuse, we have reviewed the re
search literature on the causes and consequences of substance
abuse and the effectiveness ofprevention programs. In this piece,
the third of three pieces dealing with drugs and alcohol, we
provide an overview of the state's prevention programs, review
school~based and community-based prevention programs, and
provide our recommendations for improving California's sub
stance abuse prevention programs.

OVERVIEW OF CALIFORNIA'S PREVENTION PROGRAMS

Alcohol and drug prevention programs in California are
admini,stered by three different state departments-the DADP,
the State Department of Education. (SDE), and the Office of
Criminal.Justice Planning (OCJP). In addition, the California
State University, University of California, and the California
Community Colleges provide educational courses on substance
abuse issues. Figure 1 displays the amounts proposed for the
programs in 1990-91 (not including administrative costs) by
funding source, and presents a briefdescription ofeach program.
In addition, the figure shows the prevention-oriented technical
assistance provided to local governments by the departments. The
figure is a more detailed presentation of California's prevention
programs than that presented in the preceding analysis, "Anti
Dmg Programs in California."
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The figure shows that the budget proposes to spend $103
million in state and federal funds on prevention programs. The
DADP estimates that counties will spend an additional $9.3
million in local matching and other local funds on prevention
programs and we estimate that local education agencies will
spend approximately $14.1 million in local funding (district gen
eral fund and private funds) on drug and alcohol prevention
programs. In addition, we estimate that the annual cost ofteacher
time to deliver prevention curriculums is from $18 million to $48
Illillion.

As we note in the previous analysis, the. budget does not
include a substantial amount ofadditional federal funds that we
believe will be available to California as a result ofrecent congres
sional action on the President's drug control program. ·Of the
additional federal funds, we estimate that the following amounts
will be available for prevention programs: (1) $14 million in Drug
Free Schools and Communities (DFSC) block grant funds avail
able for allocation to theSDE; (2) $1.5 million in DFSC block grant
funds for the DADP; (3) $2.7 million ofDFSC block grant funds for
a new program, which requires the Governor to fund programs in
local education agencies; and (4) at least $12 million of Alcohol,
Drug Abuse, and Menta.l Health Services (ADMS) block grant
funds for the DADP. We discuss these additional federal funds in
ourAnalysis ofthe 1990-91 BudgetBill (please see Items 6110 and
4200).

Figure 1 groups prevention programs into three major catego
ries-school-based programs, community-based programs, and
technical assistance. As the figure shows, the budget proposes $54
million for school~based programs, $42 million for community
based programs, and $3.3 million for technical assistance. We
discuss each of these categories in more detail below.

REVIEW·OF SCHOOL-BASED
PREVENTION PROGRAMS

School-based programs designed to prevent the use of drugs
and alcohol are generally oftwo types: (1) curriculum programs,
which are delivered to the general school population and (2) high
risk youth programs, which are targeted at students· who are
using, or who have been assessed as being at high risk of begin
ning to use, alcohol or drugs.

These programs are provided in the schools but are admini
stered at the state level by the DADP, SDE, and the OCJP. The
state does not collect specific data on how school districts spend
the monies they receive from the state for school-based programs.
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Tule River Indian
Health Program

Modoc Indian Health
Project

Red Ribbon campaign

Provides peer support and alco
hoi education training to teen
women who then become volun- ,
tary trainers and counselors in
the American Indian community.

Provides alcohol prevention and
outreach programs to American
Indian women in Modoc County.

Supports ali annual statewide
anti-drug campaign during Red
Ribbon week.

48

25

30

48

25

30

SUbtotals,
Community
Programs

$14,466 $27,463 $41,929

Technical Assistance to Local Governments

SDE:

Technicalassistance Funds workshops and a resource - $1,575 $1,575
center to assist school districts
with planning and implementing
prevention programs.

DADP:

Prevention Supports a statewide prevention - 55 55
coordination network comprised of alcohol

prevention coordinators from
each county.

Prevention roundtable Supports an annual prevention - 40 40
roundtable of' experts from the
alcohol and drug prevention field.

COAand SAP Evaluates the COA and SAP - 205 205
evaluation programs.

County drug program Funds regular meetings between - 77 77
administrators the DADP and the county drug

program administrators.

Technical assistance Funds the DADP contracts with - 253 253
contracts a variety, of organizations to pro-

vide technical assistance on
specific issues, such as women's
and Asian/Pacific Islander con-
cerns.

Prevention resource Provides clearinghouse services - 500 500
system (operated by the DADP) to col-

lect, analyze, and disseminate
informationto counties, practitio-
ners, and health care profession"
als.
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Public policy

Drug abuse
information and
monitoring project

Provides training and technical
assistance (including distribution
of a manual) to counties to de
velop policies that address alco
hol-related problems in their com
munities.

The" DADP has contracted with
the University of California at Los
Angeles to establish an electronic
drug abuse information collection
and dissemination system to
monitor drug abuse trends.

165

250

165

250

California State University (CSU)/University of
California (UC)/California Community Colleges (CCC):

Drug and alcohol Funds seven regional consortia
problem management projects that provide information
consortia and technical assistance on de-

veloping and improving substance
abuse programs at member insti
tutions.

200 200

Subtotals, Technical
assistance $3,320 $3,320

Other

DADP:
General education, Supports media and education - $571 $571
media campaigns campaigns on alcohol issues, al-

cohol-related birth defects, and
alcohol and youth.

Perinatal drug issues Provides cross-training confer- - 110 110
ences, coalition bUilding funds,
and a media campaign on the
perinatal drug abuse issue.

CSUlUC/CCC:

Various Funds various educational 3,OOOd - 3,OOOd
courses that cover the academic
study of drug and alcohol abuse.

Subtotals, Other $3,000 $681 $3,681
Totals, all programs 47109 55 946 103 055

a In addition, we estimate that local education agencies spend approximately $14.1 million in local funding
(district general fund and private funds) on drug and alcohol prevention programs. We also estimate the
cost of teacher time to deliver the drugand alcohol prevention curriculums to be from $18 million to $48
million. '

b The DADP does not collect data on the amount of funds spent by counties on specific types of prevention
programs. Although some counties spend some of their subvention funds on school-based programs, the
DADP estimates that the vast majority of programs are community-based.

C In addition, the DADP estimates that counties will spend $9.3 million in local matching and other local funds
in 1990-91.

d We estimate that at least $3 million will be spent on educational courses,
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Figure 2, however, lists the typical prevention programs provided
by local educationagencies.patafr0In a sllrveycop1pl~~~~ for the
SDEshowthat'atle~st75percent oftheschoolsin,th~~t~tehave
used curnculumprograins and that, depending on the definition
of a high-risk youth program, between 14 and' 48 percent have
implemented some type of high-risk youth program.

Curriculum Programs

Here's Looking at You, 2000

Drug and Alcohol Resistance
Education (DARE)

Subject-integrated instructio

High-Risk StudentPrograms

Impact training

Children of alcoholics

Student assistance programs

Mentor programs

A cornmercially developed curriculurn that provides
classroom teachers with a varjety of exercises that
are designed to teach refusal skills. The program is
used by about 40 percent of all districts in the state.

A 17-weekcurricuh.Jm:oriented program delivered by
law enforcementpersonnel. '

Many school districts deliver instruction on drugs and
alcohol as part of theirregular health or science
curriculum, or in drivers education.

Prograrn provides training for a small number of staff
in each participating school in assessment of "high
risk," abusive behaviors and potential intervention
techniques.

These programs involve support groups and
counseling for students with alcoholic parents.

These prograrnsinvolvEl (1)a variety of support
groups for students ,with different problems (such as
emotional instability or family problems) or (2) "peer
counseling" (where students assist other students on
aOl1e-on-onabasis).

In these/prowams, adultvolunteers (often teachers
or community leaders) ''watch over" and counsel
speCifib students.

CURRICULUM-B'AS~DPR~"~t.rrlON PROGRAMS

In curriculum programs, sometimes referred to as "drug
education," teachers, nurses, or police officers provide instruction
based on' a package of written and/or audio-visual materials,
generally in a classroom setting. The goal of these programs is
primary prevention-preventing the onset of substance abuse.
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The curriculumsare usually purchasedbythe school district from
a private company. .

The practice ofusing prepared curriculums in classrooms as
a way to prevent substance abuse began in earnest in the 1960s.
Since then, the curriculums have evolved in several stages, with
each new curriculum trying to take into account the results ofthe
previous curriculum's approach. In this section, we review the
evolution of these programs and the evaluations that have been
done on them.

Information-Only Programs and Scare Tactics Can Increase Use

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, the dominant form of
dnig education was the information model. This model was based
on the assumption thatyouth usedrugs because they are unaware
of the ha1"Inful effects of the substances. Programs proliferated
which 'provided information about the physical and psychological
effectsofdifferent substances, and the legal implications ofusing
illicit drugs. Many of these programs used scare tactics or "fear
arousal" techniques to emphasize the consequences of drug use.
Some programswere presented by students, .and others byoutside
experts such as nurses· or police officers. Rigorous evaluations
have repeatedly shown that, although these programs may have
increased student's knowledge about drugs, they did not reduce
drug use. In fact, some studies found that the programs actually
increaseddrug use. These results led the National Commission on
Marijuana and Drug Abuse in 1973 to conclude that "no drug
education program in this country or elsewhere has been suffi
ciently successful to warrant our recommending it."

Why were these programs unsuccessful? The most comrilOn
explanations given are: (1) many people use damaging sub
stances even when they know the harmful implications of their
use, (2) programs that exaggerate the harmful effects ofdrugs and
only address the negative consequences tend to be disbelieved,
and (3) the underlying assumption-that increased knowledge
changes attitudes and that these attitude changes will lead to
behavior change-is an oversimplification of the conditions that
lead to drug abuse.

"Individual Deficiency Model" Programs
Have Shown Little, If Any Effect on Drug Use

In the early 1970s, the "individual deficiency model" became
popular. This model assumed that the problem was with the
youth: young people use drugs because they lack self-esteem or
the proper decision making tools. These programs took many
different forms, such as (1) having students work in small groups

10-80283
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to develop communication skills; (2) providing teacher training in
communication skills and nonpunitive discipline in the hope of
fostering better classroom management, as well as making the
classroom environment more responsive to students' needs; and
(3) "affective education" designed to help students clarify their
values, improve their self-esteem, and enhance their problem
solving skills.

Most ofthe evaluations done on these types ofprograms found
no positive effects on drug use. For example, the National Insti
tute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) conducted a series of evaluations of
individual deficiency model programs in Napa, California from
1978 to 1983. These evaluations were carefully designed and
implemented. They probably represent the most conclusive evalu
ations ever done ofthis kind ofprogram. The evaluations studied
the long-term effects of the programs by following youth who
participated in the programs, and youth who did not,Jor one to
three years. The only positive effect that was found wasfor·one of
the "affective education" programs, which was shown to have a
positive, but short-term effect on girls' cigarette and drug use.
Otherwise, the programs failed to affect drug use; attitudes
toward peers, school, or self; or academic achievement.

Some ofthe reasons given for the failures oftheseprograms
are that (1) the programs are difficult to implement, (2) research
shows that while low self-esteem is somewhat correlated with
drug use,other factors are substantially more important, and (3)
little is known about which values affect drug use.

"Social Influence Model" Programs Have Been
Successful in Delaying the Onset of Cigarette Use

The first major breakthrough in substance abuse prevention
came with· the application of the "social influence model" to
cigarette s.moking.The social influence model was based on the
premise that peers, family, and-to a lesser extent":-the media
influence the initiation of'cigarette smoking. In general, these
programs involved (1) making students aware of the social pres
sures to smoke, (2)teaching refusal skills, (3) using peer leaders,
and (4) correcting misperceptions regarding social norms about
smoking (surveys have shown that youth think cigarette smoking
and drug use are much more prevalent among their peers than
they actually are). In addition, many ofthese programs encourage
students to make public commitments against smoking ciga
rettes.

Most, but not all of the evaluations that have been done on
these programs have found reductions in both experimental and
regular cigarette smoking.
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Applying the Social Influence Model to Alcohol.
and Other Drugs: Little Evidence of Its Effectivenes!il

Based on the sllccessofthe social influence model in reducjng
cigarette smoking, educators applied it to alcohol and other drug
use, on the theory that, since family and peers a.lso affect drug u.se,
this model should be effective for other drugs. besides tobacco.
Vn(ortunately, the eyall;la,Fions of these programs as, applied to
other drugs have been much less promising. Afew have found
short-term positive effects for ~lcoholand marijuana use, but
most have, found no effect on other substances. .

The major reasons given, for. the differences in the model's
.effectiveness, at leaf:;t.between alcohol and tobacco use, has to do
with the differen~einsocietiEl attitudes about using these differ
ent substances. Specifically,in the last 20 year-s prevailing socie-

..... tal opinion l1as shifted against tobacco use, whereas attitudes
toward alcohol remain mixed. For example, whereas tobacco
advertisingis banned from television, alcohol advertising is not.

Evaluations of Combined Curriculum
Programs: Liftle Evidence of Effect on Use

Duringthe 1980s, several c:urriculum programs J>ecame popu-
·lar which combined componentsofth~programsdescribed above.
For example, many of these programs included information
components dealing with the consequences of alcohol and drug
use, components aimed' at incrEfasingself~esteem,and compo~

nents on peer resistance skills. As was the case with the other
cu.rriculum programs, the evaluations have not folind any long
term effect on alcohol and drug use. The most comprehensive
evaluation of the combined cu.rriculum approach was a study
funded by the National Institute ofAlcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
(NIAAA) ofan early version ofa: cumcu.lum thatis widely used in
California schools, "Here's Looking At You" (HLAY). The HLAY
curriculum includes materials and exercises designed to increase
self-esteem, strengthen decision making f:;kills, increase knowl
edge about tljeeffectsof stibstapces (particularly alcohol), and
instill attitudes favoring moderation in consumption. Theevalu
,ation collected data over three years, beginningin 1978, on HLAY
programs operated in the Seattle, Washington, and Portland,
Oregon areas.,

The ev~luationwas designed to rp.ea~;ure.the effect on vari
ab~es such as knowledge, self-esteem,alld attitud~stoward abus
ing alcohol, as well as the student's actual alc?hol and drug use.
Students. tested two years after. the'prograIIl, revealed some
increases in knowledge,bu,t the study,. found ,no .effect of the
curric'll1umoI;l' alCohol.and drug use. Moreover, tlris finding ap
plied even with respect to students who received more than the
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average number ofHLAY sessions and those who had the most
committed teachers;

A Combined School and Community Approach
to Primary Prev~ntion:ResultsUnclear

A relatively new school-based primary prevention program is
one. which combines a curricuhnl1 program with a community

. based approach (discussed below). This program, Students Taught
Awareness and Resistance (Project STAR), currently operates in
the Kansas City and Indianapolis metropolitan areas.

Project STAR combines a socialirrlluence model curriculum
with an emphasis on getting students and their families involved
in the community. The community involvement generally takes
the form of advocacy on policy issues surrounding alcohol and
drug use (such as restrictions on liquor and cigarette advertising).

The program reports that it has achieved significant reduc
tions in alcohol and cigarette use but not in marijuana use. The
program's evaluations didnQt addressanyeffects onthe use of
harder drugs. Because of several :flawsin the program'se"alu
ation-for example, the controi groups were not randomly se
lected and published reports of the evaluation results are incon
sistent----we are not certain to what extent the reported effects on
alcohol and cigarette use are reliable.

Most Curriculum Programs Helve Not Been Effective

Evaluations ofthe most widely used curriculums in California
have not supported the effectiveness of the curriculum-based
approach.. While we acknowledge. that an effective model. may
eventually be developed, the track record ofthese programs in
reducing drug use has not beengood.

HIGH-RISK YOUTH PREVENTION PROGRAMS

School-basedprograms targeted athigh~riskyouth generally
. include one or more of the following four components:

• Identification. Often districts train classroom teachers
to identify signs of emotional and social instability, such
as sudden changes in dress patterns or completion of
school work. Other methods ofidentification may include
(1) designating certain staff (or students) as ''helpers''
whom students inay approachin order to talk about their
problems and (2) working with law enforcement agencies
to identify students. who have committed crimes. Al
though high-riskprograms are oftenusedforolderchil
dren, it is also possible to identify "high-risk" signs in
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young children, for example, by determining ifthere is a
drug user in the child's immediate family.

• Assessment. Typically, once students have been identi
fiedas potentially high risk, they are referred to a ."core"
team ofteachers, administrators,and other professionals
who have been trained in assessment techniques.

• School-Based Support. Support services often provide
students with training and practice in interpersonal com
munication skills. Examples of support services include
counseling by a school nurse or by peers,or participation
in support groups for students with specific problems,
such as a drug addiction, having an alcoholic pareIlt, or
displaying emotional instability.

• Community Referrals. Many schools refer students to
organizations in the community for more intensive serv
ices, suchas for drug treatment or counselillg.

The most corp.prehensive programs that we visited during our
.site visits contain all four of these components; many, however,
may contain only one or two of them. In the schools, these
programs are not as widespread as curriculum programs.

In the remainder of this section, we review the research
literature on adolescent druguse, which shows that casual adoles
cent drug use usually does not result in long-term consequences
but that regular and heavy use does. In addition, we review the
research literature which shows that youth who have many
behavioral and psychological problems are at risk of becoming
heavy users and therefore are the group to which prevention
programs should be targeted. Finally, we review the limited
evaluations available on these programs.

Casual or Experimental Alcohol and Drug Use Does
Not Usually Result in Long-Term Negative Consequences

A longitudinaI:study conducted by two UCLA researchers has
shown that most drug use does not lead to addiction or result in
serious consequences for the user. This study has followed 1,634
students from 11 Los Angeles County schools since 1976. The
study compares students who used alcohol or drugs with those
who abstained to determine what effect adolescent drug use had
on their lives. For eXample, the researchers looked at the effect on
familyformation (marriage and having children), family stability,
criminality, and educational attainment. The study found that
casual or experimental alcohol and drug use did not result in long
term negative consequences. The researchers· stated that "the
typical youngster who. has a beet or some marijuana at a party is
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not the one who is going to develop long-term damage as a result
of his or her. drug use." However, .regular d,rug use during
adolescence was found to be associated with increased involve
ment with drug crimes and stealing, decreased college involve
ment, and earlier family formation. Furthermore, use of hard
drugs significantly reduced the individual's chances of graduat
ing from high school, and was correlated with reduced social
support and increased loneliness in young adulthood.

There Are Substantial Differences Between
Experimental Drug Users and "High-Risk" U$ers

Because of the high prevalence of alcohol anq.drug experi
mentation.· by youth, researchers haye begilii to emphasize the
need to differentiate among experimental, regular, and problem
use. Those individtlalswho are able to learn from their drug use
experience and eventually give up drugs are significantly differ
ent from those who do not stop the risk-taking process, and begin
to use drugs as an escape or to resolve severe psychological
problems. As we note in the first analysis of this series, a study
based on the Attorney General's 1987-88 survey of public school
students reported that high-risk users were less likely to live with
both parents, tend to have lower grades, are more likely to have
had earlier experiences with alcohol and drug intoxication, scored
higher on measures of dropout potential, andengaged in :more
high-risk behavior (such as attending school while "high" on
drugs). Other research has also found that, while peer influences
affect experimental use ofdrugs in social settings, such u~e is not
likely to prove harmful unless it is combined with psychological
problems, in which case it may well lead to eventual depelldence.

Youth Who Will Have Problems With
Drugs Are Relatively Easy to Identify

One oftheinain themes ofthe recent resElarch literature is the
move to arisk factor theory ofdruguse. This theory is based on the
observations that there are many different paths that could lead
oneto druguse and thatyouth who regularly use drugs have many
other problem behaviors besides their drug use. Because youth
who devel9P drug problems also have other problellls, they can be
identified relatively easily.

One study using the UCLA lon.gitudinal database described
above identifi~d 10 risk factors that were correlated with sub
stance use. These risk factors, in decreasing ordetoftheir affect
ondruguse, were: peer drug use,deviance, perceptions about
.adult druguse, early alcohol use, sensationseeking, poor relation
ship with parents, low religiosity, poor academic achievement,
psychological distress, and low self-esteem. The extent to which
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these factors correlate with drug use varies. For example, peer
drug use was found to be six times as correlated with drug use as
poor self-esteem. Many of these factors are related to deviant
behavior and correspond with the findings ofthe UCLA studythat
drug use is most highly correlated with a lack ofsocial conformity.
Figure 3 summarizes the results of the study. The top panel in
Figure 3 shows the percentage. of youth who had ever tried
cigarettes, alcohol, marijuana, and hard drugs (hard drugs in
clude 14 substances, such asamphetamines; cocaine, heroin, and
PCP). It shows that the prevalence ofuse increases steadily with
the increase in the number ofrisk factors. For example, 14 percent
of the students who were identified as having 1 risk factor had
tried hard drugs at least once, whereas 78 percent of i;ltudents
having 7 or more of the risk factors had tried hard drugs.

The bottom panel ofFigure 3 shows the relationship between
the number ofrisk factors and the likelihood ofheavy drug use. As
the figure shows, heavy drug use increased substa.ntially with the
number of risk factors. For example, 2 percent of those with one
risk factor were found to be heavy users of hard drugs, while 28
percent ofthose with seven or more risk factors were heavy users
of hard drugs. Interestingly, the percentage ofheavy users of
cigarettes and alcohol dropped offfor students with seven or more
risk factors for cigarettes and six for alcohol. The authors theorize
that this may represent a transfer from cigarettes and alcohol to
marijuana and hard drugs.

The figure shows that experimentation is fairly common, but
more prevalent among youths with a high number ofrisk factors.
On the other hand, heavy drug use is fairly uncommon, but its
incidence increases substantially with the number ofrisk factors.
It is also important to note that these results have held up over
time. Specifically, using their longitudinal data, the researchers
were able to determine that the number of risk factors were
associated with increased likelihood of use, both at the time the
risk factors were identified and one year later.

The UCLA study concluded that, although not every drug
user will fit this characterization, the average frequent drug user
will have a life-style that includes rebellion, involvement with
other deviant or illegal behaviors, poor family connections, few
educational interests, early involvement in sexual activities,
emotional turmoil, alienation, and early involvement with the
work force. In general, students exhibiting these characteristics
and behaviors are relatively easily identified by school personnel.

Few Evaluations Have Been Done on High-Risk Youth Programs

. In general, there have beenfew evaluations ofhigh-risk youth
programs. One study that reviewed evaluations of a number of
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Risk Factors and Drug Use
Los Angeles Students, Grades 10-12
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a Hard drugs include 14 substances such as amphetemines, cocaine, heroin, and PCP.

b Heavy cigarette, alcohol, and marijuana use is defined as daily or more use, and heavy hard use is
defined as weekly or more use of any hard drug substance.,

Source: Risk Factors For Drug Use Among Adolescents: Concurrent and Longitudinal Analysis,
American Journal of Public Health, May 1986, vol. 76, no. 5, Michael D. Newcomb, Ph.D.,
Ebrahim Maddahion, Ph,D., and P.M. Bentier, Ph.D.
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prevention programs found that only two types of programs had
an effect on drug use: (1) peer programs-where peers were used
for most of the program implementation-and (2) "alternative
programs" for special population groups. The alternative pro
grams were aimed at "at-risk"youngsters and emphasized one
on-bne relationships, tutoring,job skills, and physical adventure.

Several of the high-risk youth programs -yve visited were
similar to these two programs. For example, many of the pro
grams use peer groups and one-to-one relatibnships. Since there
have been so few evaluations of high-risk programs to date,
however, it would be premature to conclude that the current
programs operating in the state are effective.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ON SCHOOL-BASED PRO~RAMS

We recommend that the Legislaturegive funding prior
ity to programs that target high-risk youth.

While e,:xperimental drug use by teenagers is still fairly
common, such experimental use does not typically lead to the
kinds of problems associated with long-term abuse. There is a
relatively small subgroup of youth, however; who go beyond
experimentation,to develop serious substance abuse 'problems
and these youths can be identified relatively ea$ily because they
also tend to have many other social and behavioral problems. It
therefore appears that drug abuse prevention strategies that
focus primarily on discouraging experimental use are too broad
based intheir approach. Moreover, the most widely used, broad
based prevention strategies are curriculum programs that have
been extensively evaluated and have not been shown to be effec
tive.

Therefore we conclude that the best prevention strategy
would be ,to emphasize programs that target high-risk youth.
Consistent with this strategy, we recommend that the Legislature
adopt Budget Bill language in the SDE, OCJP, and DADP items
reql1iring these departments to give funding priority, within
youth prevention programs, to those programs that target high-
risk youth. ' ,

With regard to OCJP's Comprehensive Alcohol and Drug
Prevention Education (CADPE) Program, we also recommend
enactment oflegislation eliminating the requirement that SChObl
districts adopt a standardized age-appropriate curriculum as a
condition ofeligibility for receiving CADPE funding. Eliminating

,this requirement would allow districts greater flexibility to use
CADPEfunds for prqgrams that serve high-risk youth.
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COMMUNITY-BASED PREVENTION PROGRAMS

What Isa Community-Based Program?

Rather than being located in and focused on the schools,
community-based programs are targeted at entire communities.
These programs generallyentail eithercommunitywide events, or
programs targeted at youth, particularly high-risk youth. As
Figure 1 shows, state-supported community-based programs are
funded predominantly through the DADP county subvention
process. In administering these programs, most counties we
visited divide· their service areas along geographic and .ethnic
lines and assign a prevention coordinator to each area.

The DADP does not collect data on how counties spend their
prevention funds. Figure 4, however, lists the kind.s ofprevention
programs that the department advises are most common. As the
figure shows, the programsrange from public meetingsto individ
ual counseling. The goals behind community-based programs are
to (1) get the community involved in ridding its neighborhood of
environmental factors that contribute to substance abuse prob
lems (for example, visible drug dealing, a high concentration of
bars and stores that sell alcoholic beverages, and empty lots or
beaches where YQuths congregate to drink), (2) make faniilies
aware ofthe alcohol and drug problems in their communities and
encourage them to talk with their children about this issue, (3)
provide training to families and community leaders, (4) advertise
the availability of alcohol and drug treatment and support serv
ices in the community, and (5) provide referrals to these programs.
Many ofthe alcohol and drug programadniinistrators work with
recognized community leaders-for example, religious and busi
ness leaders-to reach out to the rest of the community.

A recurring theme that we heard in our visits to counties was
that theirgreatest difficulties are in organizing community activi
ties within the areas that need assistance the most; that is, the
heaviest drug using and selling areas. According to the adminis
trators we spoke with, these areas are difficult to organize because
(1) it is difficult to find prevention coordinators who know these
areas and their leaders, (2) the communities may lack experience
in organizing, or (3) the community's poverty makes it difficult to
find the private funds needed to help support· prevention efforts.

Community Programs Have Not Been Evaluated

We found no rigorous evaluationofany ofthe various types of
comm1,1nity programs summarized in Figure 4. Several of the
researchers we spoke with indicated that the repeated failure of
school-based curriculum programs to produ.ce results has, how-
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Community-Wide Programs

Family counseling services
and parent education

.Prevention, education, and
public relations Qommittees

Public policy

.Community activities

Alcohol-free living centers

High-Risk Youth Programs

Early intervention programs

Drop-in centers

Peer leadership training for
youth

Designed to assist families suffering from alcohol
and drug"related problems and educate parents on

,alcohol and drug issues.

Focused on reducing the environmental risks
associated with alcohol-related problems and on
issues related to the availability of. alcohol in various
settings. '

Public hearings, forums, and training events
promoting public policy related to alcohol and drug
issues.

Focusing on increasing pUblic awareness of alcohol
and drug problems and emphasizing the roleofthe
community. These programs include needs
assesSments, public forums, and providing culturally
relevant programS and .information to the community.

Centers that provide an alcohol- and drug-free
environment, open to the community.

Prevention programs, both community and school
based, aimed at high-risk youth who have begun to
use alcohol or drugs.

Centers that provide informationarid alternative drug
free activities to the community and youth in
particular.-

Many counties have peer-led prevention programs
and emphasize leadership training for these peer

ever, ,led· an increasing number of researchers· to ,turn· their
attention to community programs. While this may ultimately lead
to a better understanding ofwhat works and what doe§,not work
in this area, any conclusive results ofthis work will take years ,to
achieve.

While there are no evaluations of commurilty-based pro
grams, there is an extensive literature on oneincreasingly popu
lar community-based approach to preventing alcohol~related
problems.
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DADP's Community-Based Prevention
Strategy for Alcohol-Related Problems

We recommend that the DADP provide the Legislature
with itsplan to evaluate the effectiveness ofthe community
planning pilots.

The alcohol field and the alcohol researchcommunity have for
several years promoted a strategy that ishased on controlling the
availability of alcohol through community organization. This
focus has grown· out of years of research and study of local
programs. For example, research shows that (1) higher densities
ofbars and stores that sellalcoholic beverages are associated with
higher alcohol-related disease rates, (2) Ill.ore than half of the
drivers arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol had
their last drink in a bar, and (3) in certain areas (skid rows), store
owners cater to the public inebriate.

These findings have led the alcohol research community to
promote a strategy that relies on community organization. Under
this. approach, communities are trained to examine the alcohol
related problems in their area and work to (1) better manage the
decisions over the placement and number ofalcohol outlets and (2)
monitor public places for drinking. The DADP has embraced this
strategy and has helped to fund the production of "The Mantial
For Community Planning to Prevent Problems ofAlcohol Availa
bility." This manual has been distributed. to county alcohol
administrators and the DADP is actively helping them to imple
ment its suggestions.

In addition, the DADP has chosen four pilot communities
the FremontlNewarklUnion City area, Ukiah, Merced, and the
SanPedro district ofLos Angeles-which will be given additional
assistance in implementing this strategy. While the department
plans to monitor the implementation ofthe strategies outlined in
the manual inthe pilot communities, at the time this analysiswas
prepared, it had no specific plans to evaluate the pilots. Such an
evaluation would help the Legislature in formulating its overall
strategy for substance abuse prevention. We therefore recom
mend that, prior to budget hearings, the. DADP provide the
Legislature with its plan toevaluate the effectiveness ofthe pilots.

The PADP shouid Develop for a Community
Planning Manual to Prevent Drug Problems

... We recommend that the Legislature require the DADP
to develop a community planning manual to prevent drug

. use and drug-related problems.
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Our analysis indicates that the community organizing ap
proach that has been developed in the alcohol abuse prevention
field has potential applications in the area ofdrug abuse preven
tion. For example, community action could be used to discourage
public drug selling and to prevent people from congregating to use
illicit drugs in public areas. TheDADPrecognizes this and advises
that it intends to develop a manualfor county drugadministrators
similar to the one currently available.to alcohol administrators.
However, at the time this analysis was prepared, the DADP had
not provided the Legislature with its specific proposal. We there
fore recommend that the Legislature require the DADP todevelop
a community planning manual to prevent drug use and drug
related problems and distribute the manual to county offices of
drug programs.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

As Figure 1 shows, the budget proposes $3.3 million to support
a variety oftechnical assistance activities by the DADP and SDE.
The DADP's technical assistance activities include roundtables
and meetings with county and departmental staff, maintenance
of clearinghouses for prevention information, and training pro
grams for county staff. The SDE sponsors workshops and a
resource center to assist school di$tricts in planning and imple
menting their programs. In addition to formal technical assis
tance programs, the SDE,DADP, andOCJPmonitor and advise
on the specific programsfor which theY provide state and federal
funds to counties and school districts.

Departments Need to Provide More
Technical Assistance to Local Governments

We recommend that the Legislature encourage the SDE
and the DADP to disseminate information on the effective
ness ofvariou$preventionprograms to school districts and
county administrators and to conduct evaluations ofpro
grams in order to identify successful approaches.

As discussed in detail above, our review of the research
literature in the area of substance abuse prevention programs
indicates that there is scant evidence ofthe effectiveness ofany of
the current approaches to prevention. The only type ofprevention
program that has been thoroughly and rigorously evaluated is the
school-based primary prevention programs that rely on packaged
curriculums, and these evaluations have shown that these pro
grams have little effect, especially on the use of hard drugs. We
recognize, however, that policymakers need to continue to look for
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ways to prevent substance abuse and to reduce, the problems
associated with it. We also believe that there are some approaches
that have significant potential to reduce abuse; for example,
school-based programs targeted at high-risk youth and the com
munity organization approach to community-based programs.

Given.the uncertain.ty apollt \\That work~ anq.w4at does not
work, we beIievethat the Legislature sh9uld en~ourageprogram
experimentation at the local level, and, evaluation and informa
tion'shanng at the ~tate lev,eL We therefore make the following
recomrnendatiQns:'" .

• "Diss~mination'oflnformationto Local ,Governments.
We recommend tliattheLegislature require theSDE to
summarize in writing the available research literature on
school-based prevention programs and disseminate this
information to school districts. We also recommend that
the Legislature requite the DADP to disseminate infor
mationon school- and community-based prevention pro
grams to couJ;lty drug and alcohol administrators.

• Evaluations. We recommend that the Legislature adopt
Budget Bill langliagedirecting the SDE to' allocate a
minimum of $500,000 in federal funds for a longitudinal
study ofdrug prevention strategies. Please see Item 6100-

'183-890 in theAnalysis ofthe 1990-91 Budget Bill for the
specific recommended language. We alsorecommend that
theDADP report to the Legislature, prior to budget
hearings, On the availability dffederal funds throligh the
National Institute on DrugAbuse and the National Insti
tute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism for evaluations of
county-run programs.'

• Data Collection. As noted earlier, the statellas very
little infotttlationon howcoUIity offices of alcohol and
drug programs spend their prevention funds. To address
this data deficiency, we recommend that the DADP, in
conjunction with county alcoholartddrug adttlinistrators,
develop awa.yof collectinginformation'on the types of
prevention programs administered by the counties.
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How Should the Legislature Address the State's Growing
Capital Facility Needs?

As California enters the last decade ofthis century, it will be
faced with great demands to revitalize existing infrastructure and
develop new infrastructure to meet the dynamic changes occur
ring inthe state. During the past severalyears the condition ofthe
state's infrastructure has deteriQrated and, exceptin the area of
prisons and to some extent education, very littleha~been done to
increase its capabilities. This situation must be turned. around if
the state's infrastructure is to accommodate future needs. Failure
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in this effort could have a significant impact on the social and
economic future of the State of California.

In this analysis, we examine some ofthe major infrastructure
related problems facing the Legislature: (1) identifying the state's
infrastructure needs (2) setting prioritiesto meet these needs and
(3) establishing a financing plan to carry out the Legislature's
priorities.

WHAT ARE THE STATE'S INFRASTRUCTURE N.EEDS?··

Estimate!; of Statew.ide Needs

30

470

650

$60

160

4,990

3,970

8,560

$18,890

Available information indicates that the overa.ll magnitude of
the demand for improving and expanding the state's infrastruc
ture is large. For example, in 1984the Governor's Infrastructure
Review Task Force reported that over the ensuing10-year period
approximately $29 billion would be needed for deferred mainte
nance and $49 billion for new infrastructure. Forthe most part,
state expenditures over the intervening six years, with few excep
tions (mostnotably prisons and education), have reflected a status
quo effort and have done little to address the needsidentified in
the Task Force report.

Another indication ofthe currentmagnitude ofinfrastructure
needs can be seen from Figure 1, which shows that $18.9 billion
will be needed for state and K-12 projects over the next five years.

(This amoUnt should be
used cautiously because it
does not reflect allpoten-
tial needs due. to the incom
pleteness ofthe state's plan
ning process, and the plans
also may include proposals
that do not merit funding.)
Moreover, the October 1989
Lorna Prieta earthquake
heightened. the awareness
of the need to make the
state's infrastructure less
hazardous during an earth
quake. The state's current
plans do not systematically
address this issue; Never
theless, it is clear that the
sta.te's infrastructure needs
are easily in the· tens of
billions of dollars.

TOTAL

Projected Capital Needs
for the State and K-12
1990-91 through 1994-95

(in millions)

Resources

General Government

State/Consumer Affairs

HealthlWelfare

Education

Youth/Adult Corrections

Legislative/Judicial/Executive

BusinessITransportation/Housing

Source: LAO estimates, based on information from
.departments.
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Needs in Specific Program Areas

To illustrate the infrastructure needs ofparticular programs,
we briefly review specific capital outlay requirements in five
areas.

Transportation. The 1988 State Transportation Improve
ment Program (STIP)-the state's current five-year program for
all state and federally funded transportation improvement proj
ects-includes ..about $4.8 billion in highway capital outlay proj
ectsscheduled for construction through 1992-93. Resources avail
able through 1992-93, however, fall about $3.7 billion short of
funding these projects. To fund this STIP shortfall and to meet
other transportation needs identified by the governor and the
Legislature, the Legislature enacted Chl05/89 (SB 300, Kopp),
Ch 106/89 (AB 471, Katz) and Ch 108/89 (AB 973, Costa) to
provide about $18.5 billion over 10 years (1990-91 through 1999
2000) for transportation purposes throughincreases in gas taxes,
truckweight fees, and issuance ofbohds. These additional funds,
however, will'onlybe aval1able ifvoters approve SCA1 at the June
1990 election. (For a more detailed discussion of these transpor
tation acts, please see the Analysis of the 1990-91 Budget Bill,
page 263).

Under current law, transportation capital outlay projects are
not individuallyfu~dedthroughthe :eudg~tBilL Instead, current
law requires the CaliforniaTransportationCOInmission(C'l'C}to
program projects for funding based on statutory priorities and
commission-established guidelin.es. The cOIrtmission is also re
sponsible for allocating funds appropriated by the Legislature
among projects in this program.

Postsecondary Education. Enrollment in the state's three
segments of postsecondary education is expected to grow by
between 30 percent and 50 percent over the period 1990 to 2005.
Estimates by postsecondary education indicate that $3.6 billion
will be required for capital outlay-related expenditures over the
next five years. Moreover, several billion dollars more will be
needed in subsequent years if the state is to accommodate the
ent<:>llments anticipated in 2005.

In addition to the:p.eeds generated by enrollment growth,
there will bean ongoirig need to alter existing facilities to meet
changes in academic programs. Itwill also be necessary to provide
suflicie:p.t funding toassiIretha.t existing and new facilities will be
properly maintained and that eventually defe.rred ma.intenance
will beeliminated. The deferred maintenance problems at DC and
CSU, for example, represent multi-million dollar costs. In Febru
ary1989, DC estimated $1 76 million in deferred maintenance and
CSU expects a $35 million packlogby.JulY 1990. When this
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analysis was prepared, the Legislature was considering SB 147
(Hart), which would authorize (as amended January 18, 1990) a
$900 million general obligation bond issue to be submitted to the
voters at the June 1990 primary election. (Please see the follow
ing piece, "Accommodating Growth in Postsecondary Education,"
for a detailed reviewofeachsegment's proposal for campus expan
sions.)

Prisons. In 1980 the inmate population in California's
prisons was about 23,500. According to Department of Correc
tions' projections, that population will be nearly 145,000 by 1995.
Thus, in this 15-yearperiod the population in state prisons will
have increased sixfold. A comparison of this population increase
to the physical facilities to accommodate the inmate population is
provided in Figure 2.

Since 1980, the Legislature has approved the construction of
41,700 prison beds costing about $3 billion. Even after completion
of this massive expansion and. assuming the department's over
crowding policy (130 percent of deE;ign capacity), the prison
system will be 43,900 beds short ofthe expected June 1995 inmate
population. To fill this gap, the department estimates that an

Figure 2

a
State Prison Population and Capacity

1980 through 1995 (inmates in thousands)
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a Data as of June 30 for each year. Population is based on CDC's fall 1989 projections.
Projected design capacity is based on CDC's five-year facilities master plan.
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expenditure ofabout $4 billion will be required over the next five
years; Currently, the Legislature is considering SB 842 (Presley),
which would place a $900 million general obligationbondissue on
the June 1990 ballot.

State Office Buildings. In 1977, the Legislature adopted a
Capital Area Plan to coordinate the development and use of!'!tate
facilities in metropolitan Sacramento: An important element of
this planwas the goal to accommodate 90 percent of state office
space in state"owned buildings by 1987. In 1977, state-owned
.spacerepresented 64 percent ofstate office space in Sacramento.
Contrary to the stated goal, the proportion of state-owned space

"fell to 52 percent in 1989. In fact,between197c7 and 19~9 total
leased space more than doubled and annual leasing costs in
creased more than sixfold-from $10.1 million to $65.5 million.
Meetingthe plan's goal for state-owned office space by 1998 would
require financing construction ofabout 3.3 million net square feet,
at an estimated cost of around .$580 million.

. .

Increase Safety ofStaJe Buildings During Earthquakes.
A 198i report from the Seismic Safety Commission id~ntifies
1,350 state-owned buildings in priority sequence (based oil life
safety considerations) for improving seismic resIstance. As men
tioned above, however, there is no systematic plan to address this
issue. Moreover, the statewide cost to make the necessary im
provements is unknown. At the time this analysis was written,
the Legislature was considering SB 1250 (Torres),a $250 million
general obligation bond proposal to finance the cost of improving
seismic resistance of state and local buildings.

WHICH INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS
.SHOULD THE LEGISLATURE FUND?

Pending development ofa comprehensive multi-year
capital outlayplan, the Legislature should establish crite
ria to assess various proposals according to the Legisla
ture's priorities.

The' state's current process for identifying, ranking and fi
nancing its capital outlay needs is fragmented. The Legislature
receives a series of independent five-year plans in most program
areas, but there is no centralized compilation nor ranking of
projects across programs to provide a statewide perspective. As a
result, there is no easyway to identify the relative priority ofthose
individual project~includedin the Budget Bill or the financing
required to addr~ss overall state needs.

In recognition of this problem, the Legislature enacted SB
2214 (Campbell) in 1988. This bill required the Department of
Finance to provide a comprehensive multi-year capital outlay
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plan for determining needs and setting priorities. The Governor,
however, vetoed the measure. Currently, the Legislature is con
sidering an identical measure (SB 348, Alquist). In addition, the
State Treasurer recently announced his support for this concept
and indicated that legislation would be introduced on his behalf.
We believe that adoption ofsuch a plan is an essential element of
the state's infrastructure efforts. .

In the meantime, however, the Legislature is faced with the
difficult task ofdetermining which infrastructure needs to fund in
the short term. For the most part, each program area has identi
fied infrastructure projects which merit consideration for fund
big. Unfortunately, faced with the magnitude of need identified
above, it simply is not possible to finance it all at the same time.
Thus, the Legislature must rank these competing projects in
terms ofimportance and urgencyand then establish a.schedule for
when and how much funding should be made available. One way
of selecting projects that meet the Legislature's priorities would
be to establish criteri~ to apply in. individual cases. To aid the
Legislature ill this effort, we suggest consideration of the follow
ing five criteria:

• State's Liability. Does the proposal correct life threaten
ing security (such as in 24~hour institutions)/code defi
ciencies or meet contractual obligations?

• Urgency ofthe Service Need. Does the project address
an existing deficiency or shortcoming· (such as severe
overcrowding) as opposed to enhancing a service level?

• Alternative Approaches. Are there less capital-inten
sive ways to meet the program objective? For instance,
can a project be avoided through more intensive oreffi
cient use of existing space?

• Alternative Sources. Is it appropriate for the state to
develop this project? In some cases, proposals could be
developed using nonstate sources.

• Cost Efficiency. Will the proposal reduce state costs
(through measures such as reducing office building lease
costs)?

TAKING CARE OF THE STATE'S INFRASTRUCTURE

We recommend that the Legislature establish a mainte
nance standard for state facilities and~etas a highpriority
goal the elimination ofdeferred maintenance.

In addition to financing the revitalization and expansion of
the state's infrastructure, the state is also faced with the task of
extending the useful life of its infrastructure through proper
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maintenance programs. Because ofthe aging ofexisting facilities
and the construction of new infrastructure, there will be an
increasing demand on the state's resources to maintain the
systems in efficient and economicoperating condition. To assure
that this happens, the state must place a high priority on mainte
nance.

The Governor's Infrastructure Review Task Force reported in
1984 that during the next decade approximately $29 billion would
be neededfor deferred maintenance. The task force recommended
that deferred maintenance be designated as the state's highest
funding priority. During the interveningyears the deferred main
tenance problem has not lessened and has probably gotten worse.
The difficulty in identifying the extent of the problem is that
funding for maintenance efforts are generally lumped together in
the budget with other support costs under a single line item
"facility operations." This also makes it quite easy to use these
funds for purposes other than the. specified maintenance. In
contrast, state office buildings underthe Department ofGeneral
Services are maintained from a dedicated source (the Building
Rental Account) that receives revenues from rent charged to those
departments occupying the building. In general, these office
buildings are well maintained and there is no deferred mainte
nance.

The consequence ofnot fully funding regular maintenance is
the steady erosionof the state's capital assets. In the near term,
this erosion is less evident. Within a short pe:riodoftime, however,
these assets. either require higher-than-necessary costs to be
9perated and properly maintained, or they must be replaced at a
high cost before the end of their normal useful life.

To begin addressing this issue, we believe the Legislature
should establish standards for maintenance ofstate facilities and
set as a high priority goal elimination of deferred maintenance.
There are several steps the Legislature could take to begin moving
the state in this direction. For example, the Legislature could
requireciepartments tlJ-at have a large capital outlay budget to:

• Establish a preventive maintenance program;

• Identify,specific elements ()f infrastructure (maintenance,
deferJ.'ed mai:r:itenan,ce, special repair, etc.) by line item in
the budget (the Legislature could also add budget lan
guage restricting the transfer of these funds for other
purposes); and

• Provide a post audit report identifying how the appropri
~tedfunds were .used and how the deferred maintenance
backlog is being reduced.
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HOW CAN THE STATE FINANCE
ITS INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS?

As discussed in our Policy BriefBonds and the 1990 Ballots
issued in January 1990, there arethree basic ways that the state
can finance infrastructure projects. The state can:

• Pay "up front" through direct appropriations of state
revenues;

• Rent, lease or lease-purchase from private parties through
annual rental payments; and/or

• Borrow money by issuing· bonds that are repaid with
interest. ..

The state uses each of.these financing methods in its capital
program but relies most heavily on bonds. Financing a project
using bonds is about 25 percent more costly than through direct
appropriation (after adjusting for the effects of inflation). Never
theless, given the large volume of infrastructure needs and the
state's current tight budgetary situation, there simply is not
enough money available to rely primarily on direct appropria
tions. As a result, we believe the state will have to continue to rely
to a great extent on bonds, if these needs are to be met.

The state has generally relied on two types of bonds:

General Obligation Bonds. The use of gen~falobligation
bonds is dependent on approval ofeach bond proposal by a vote of
the people. These bonds are backed by the state, meanin.g that the
state is obligated to pay the principal and interest costs on these
bonds. Typically, General Fund revenues are used to pay these
debt costs. Currently, the main benefits6f using this method of
borrowing money is that the interest costs are lower than other
methods and debt service payments are exempt from the state's
appropriation limit.

Lease-Revenue Bonds. Recently, t:hestate lias placed an
increasing emphasis (m using lease-revenue bonds, particularly
in the areas of prisons and postsecondary education. Authoriza
tion to issue these bonds is not dependent on voter approval and
the debt is not backed by the "full faith and credit of the state."
Nevertheless, the lease payments on these bonds (paid from the
General Fund)must be included in any calculation of the state's
General Fund debt-service. .

An advantage of this method of borrowing is that the state
does not have to wait until a general election and therefore can
respond more quickly to certain infrastructure needs. The disad
vantages are: interest rates are higher than general obligation
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bonds (by up to 0.5 percent), there are certain other costs that are
incurred (such as insurance), and the debt service payments are
subject to the state's appropriation limit. (However, under the
provisions ofSCA l---on the June 1990 ballot-it appears that the
Legislature could exempt these payments from the appropria
tions limit.)

Given the fiscal advantages of general obligation bonds over
lease-revenue bonds, we recommend that the Legislature rely to
the maximum extent possible on the former when addressing its
infrastructure financing needs. A comprehensive capital outlay
plan would help the Legislature achieve this end through im
proved planning and scheduling of necessary general obligation
bond measures for future ballots.

It is, of course, important that the state not indiscriminately
issue bonds, thereby incurring excessive indebtedness. However,
as our Policy Brief noted, California has a debt burden that is
relatively low, enjoys high credit ratings, and can issue more
bonds without being financially imprudent.

CONCLUSION

The state must improve and expand its infrastructure to
eliminate deficiencies and to accommodate future demographic
and economic growth. Based on recent reports and information
from various state departments, it is clear that the state's infra
structure needs over the next 15 years are easily in the tens of
billions ofdollars. Inview ofthe magnitude ofthese costs, the state
must be able to identify specific needs, set priorities and establish
a financing plan to carry out the necessary expansion and im
provements.

In order to accomplish this effectively, the state needs a
comprehensive multi-year capital outlay plan. Until such a plan
is available, however, the Legislature is faced with determining
which infrastructure needs to fund in the short term. To do this,
we suggest that the Legislature establish specific criteria against
which various proposals can be assessed. Furthermore, to prop
erly maintain the state's infrastructure, the state needs to place
a high priority on maintenance and the elimination of deferred
maintenance. Finally, to undertake the necessary revitalization
and expansion of its infrastructure, the state will have to rely
heavily on borrowing money through the issuance of bonds. In
such cases, we believe that the Legislature should rely to the
maximum extent possible on general obligationbonds rather than
lease-revenue bonds.
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Capital Outlay for
Postsecondary Education

How Should the Legislature Accommodate Enrollment
Growth in Postsecondary Education?
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INTRODUCTION

The Legislature faces many significant decisions to plan for
and fund postsecondary education facility needs in the short-term
and into the next century. These needs are generated largely by
enrollment increases projected to occur over the next 15 years.
Over this time period enrollments in each of the three segments
of postsecondary education-the University of California, the
California State University and California Community Colleges
are expected to grow 30 percent to 50 percent. To accommodate
this growth, the state will have to undertake a multi-billion dollar
.capital outlay program to renovate facilities and construct new
facilities throughout the segments. To address the capital outlay
needs associated with this growth, the Legislature will have to
determine how much expansion ofcurrent campuses is necessary;
how many new campuses, ifany, are to be developed;and how best
to finance these facilities.

In this analysis, we assess for each segment ofpostsecondary
education: (1) long-range enrollment plans, (2) the potential need
for new campuses, and (3) how each segment's five-year capital
outlay plan addresses needs associated with enrollment growth.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

The University of California(UC) was established in 1868 as
the state's land grant university. It encompasses eight general
campuses and one health science campus. (For the purposes of
this analysis, we will deal only with the eight general campuses.)

UC currently serves aboutl47,000 undergraduate andgradu
ate students. As virtually all UC students attend school full-time,
there is little difference between the number of students and full
time equivalents (FTEs), a term commonly used in budgeting. For
simplicity's sake, we will use only number ofstudents throughout
this section on UC.

Undergraduate En.rollment Projections for UC

In October 1988, the university issued a general campus
enrollment plan for the period 1988-89 through 2005-06. These
projections were revised in December 1989 and extended to
inclu.de the year 2020-21. In addition, in November 1989 the
Department of Finance's (DOF) Demographic Research Unit
developed projections of UC enrollments for the period 1989-90
through 2020-21. Figure 1 displays the UC an.d DOF projections
for undergraduate enrollment for the years 2005-06, 2010-11 and
2020~21.
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1989-90 (estimated)

2005~06

2010-11

2020-21

a Average annuai "headcount." Figures have been rounded to the nearest one thousand.

UC projects that undergraduate. enrollments will grow from
120,000 students in 1989-90 to 162,000 students in 2005"06. This
represents an average annual growth rate of almost 2 percent,
and a 35 percent increase over the period. The DOF, on the other
hand, projects 175,000 undergraduates in 2005-06 (a 46 percent
increase over the period). The difference between the two projec
tions arises primarily from the university's assumption that a
higher rate ofthe Undergraduates who would be eligible to attend
UCwouldinstead "...opt to go to the other segments (public and
private) because they could not obtain their top choice or choices

. of campus or program withinUC."

Our review indicates that the UC and DOFprojectionsrepre
sent a reasonable range of possible enrollments for 2005-06. In
other words, we believe the state should plan on accommodating
at least 162,000, and as many as 175,000, UC undergraduates in
2005-06.

Growth Beyond2005-06. Between 2005-06 and 2020-21 UC
projects slower, but continued, enrollment growth whereas DOF
projects a slight enrollment decline (from 175,000 to 169,000).
Consequently, by 2020-21 UC's projection of182,000 undergradu
ates exceeds DOF's projection by13,000 students. It is important
to note; however, that enrollment projections for 2010 and beyond
are significantly more speculative because the age cohort consti
tuting most oftheundergradllate "pool" for that period has not yet
been born. Nevertheless, the importance of the projections to
2020, froma plaiming standpoint, is that under either projection,
enrollments remain at a high level after 2005-06. Thus, facilities
built to accommodate enrollments for 2005-06 likely will continue
to. pe needed.
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Graduate Enrollment Projections for UC

While the undergraduate enrollment. projectio:q.s. are. based
primarily on demographics, UC'sgraduate enrollment,plari is
based on educational policy. That is, the universityhasestab
lished, for each campuS, desired levels of graduate students
(expressed as a percentage of total enrollment). In 1987, DC
proposed to gradually raise the graduate enrollment ratios for
seven ofthe eight campuses, resulting in a systemwide average of
21.3 percent (by comparison, the current-year ratio is 18.1 per
cent).

In October 1988, however, DC proposed to increase this
percentage to 22.6 percent. The Legislature, in the Supplemental
Report ofthe 1989 Budget Act, directed DC to develop additional
justification for its proposed higher rate and stated legislative
intent that until the Legislature reviews this justification, gradu
ate enrollment increase requestswould be evaluated based on the
1987 plan. As of this writing, no such justification has been
submitted to the Legislature.

DC's 1988 graduate plan projects that enrollment will in
crease from its current level of26,600 to 4:7,300 in 2005-06. This
estimate is based onthe assumption that the graduate enrollment
ratio would reach the 22.6 percent proposed in the 19~8 plan.
Since, however, the Legislature has not yet adopted that ratio, we
believe it is premature to use it for planning purposes. If, instead,
the 1987 graduate enrollment ratios are used; Total graduate
student enrollment would standat 41 ,500 in 2005-06, 01'5,800 less
than proposed by DC.

Accommodating Enrollments on Existing Campuses

Figure 2 compares, for each DC general campus, current
enrollment and DC's projected enrollment for 2005-06. With the
exception of Riverside (see below), the, projected enrollment fig
ures for 2005-06 also represent the maximum enrollment cur
rentlyplanned for the existing campuses. As the figure shows, the
university's plan assumes that the eight campuses will be able to
accommodate 187,700 studentsin 2005~06,an increase ofalmost
41,000(28 percent). Thus, assuming funds are providedto build
new facilities, the system has the ability to handle substantial
enrollment growth on its existing campuses.

UC Riverside Could Grow More Rapidly. As shown above,
the university's planned enrollment for Riverside in 2005-06 is
18,000: (This figure was revised upward froril15,000 by the DC
President's Office last December.) The 18,000 figure, however,
does not represent the university's maximum planned enrollment
for Riverside, but simply the enrollment that it believes can
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Berkeley 29,600 28,700
Davis 19,900 25,000
Irvine 15,100 25,000
Los Angeles 31,000 31,000
Riverside 8,000 18,000
San Diego 15,900 25,000
Santa Barbara 18,300 20,000
Santa Cruz --..9.&Q.Q ...1MQQ

Totals 147,100 187,700

a UC's estimate for 1989-90. Average annual headcount.
b Based on UC's general campus enrollment plan.

reasonably be achieved by 2005-06. We believe DC's plan under
estimates the university's ability to absorb enrollment growth at
that campus. Last year, in response to conc~rns raised by us and
others, the Legislature directed DC in the Supplemental Report of
the 1989 Budget Act to evaluate the feasibility of enrolling up to
25,000 students at Riverside by 2005-06 or beyond. DC is to send
its evaluation ofthis issue to the Legislature by January 1, 1991.

University Concerned over Difficulty with More Rapid
Growth at Riverside. DC officials have expressed concern that
more rapid enrollment growth at Riverside, coupled with the need
to replace retiring faculty, could strain that campus' ability to
recruit high quality faculty. While we share the university's
concerns about the importance ofeducational quality, we believe
DC needs to advise the Legislature on: (1) the rate of enrollment
growth at which recruitment would become a problem and (2)
which measures, ifany, DC and/or the Legislature could adopt to
ameliorate this potential problem.

For example, funding could be provided in advance of enroll
ment growth at Riverside in much the same way as would be done
in the case ofa new campus. This advance funding could be used
to hire visiting scholars to free-up time for permanent Riverside
faculty to devote to recruiting. In addition, DC faculty from other
campuses could be asked to assist at Riverside and therebyfree up
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tim.e for Riverside faculty. Help from facultyat other campu.ses is
not uncommon and should be encourag~d. Infact, faculty from
other campuses would be .. used·· for recrUiting purposes at the
proposed new campuses.

Thus, at this timeitis stilluncl~arto us why Ri'ver~idecould
not grow to its maximum enrollment by 2005-06. Pending receipt
ofinformationfrom DC to the contrary, we believe the Legislature
should use the higher figure for capital outlay planning purposes.
This would increase the.total enrollment that could be accommo
dated by the existing campuses to 194,700.

Other Options. The Legislature may want to consider other
options to accommodate projected enrollment. These include
increasing enrollments at DC Santa Barbara and DC Santa Cruz
beyond planned levels. These sites could accommodate more
students, and at one time DC planned for larger enrollments at
these campuses. Community opposition to expansion of these
campuses beyond current planned levels, however, would be
significant. In addition, if enrollments increase faster than pro
jected by DC, or ifincreasingenrollment to 25,000 (by 2005-06) at
Riverside proves infeasible, temporary increases above planned
enrollments at these and other campuses could be considered as
an option. Finally, the university could consider holding classes

.year-round. All ofthese options would allow the state to accommo
date additional enrollment at the existing campuses.

Conclusions on Need for New UC Campuses

Our analysis indicates a demonstrated need for only
one new UC campus by 2005-06. We find further that UC
should (IJ develop this campus on a faster track than
currently proposed, (2) reassess the enrollment assump
tions as they relate to the need to'plan for a second campus,
and (8) suspend planning efforts for a third campus.

As mentioned above, in October 1988 the university issued a
general campus enrollment plan for the period 1988-89 through
2005-06. Based on the projected enrollments and DC's assess
mentofits ability to accommodate enrollments on existing cam
puses, DC proposed establishmentofthree new campuses later in
this decade. (Specifically, the campu.ses would open in the fall of
1998,1999 and 2000.) In December 1989,the university revised
slightlyits enrollment projections and continued to plan for three
new campuses.

Figure 3 shows, for the year 2005-06, DC's current projections
of total enrollment for 2005-06, the extent to which this enroll
ment would be accommodated on existing campuses and the
"unaccommodated" enrollment which would result. It also shows
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our estimate of a range of potential "unaccommodated" enroll
ment, using (1) DC's and DOF's undergraduate enrollment pro
jections, (2) our recommended graduate student ratio (discussed
above), and (3) the assumption that 7,000 additional students can
be accommodated at DC Riverside (also discussed above).

Projected Enrollment:
161,800Undergraduate 161,800 175,300

Graduate 47,300 ....41..2QQ ~

Total Enrollment 209,100 203,300 219,100

Projected Enrollment
at Existing Campuses 1!IT..ZQ.Q 194,700 1M...ZQQ
Unaccommodated Enrollment 21,400 8,600 24,400

a Average annual headcounts.
b The low estimate uses UC's estimate of undergraduate enrollment and the high estimate

uses the Departmel1t of Finance's, Both estimates assume (1) the graduate enrollment
ratios in UC;s 1987 plan and (2) that UC Riverside could grow to 25,000 by 2005-06.

One CampusNeeded. DC's proposal for three new campuses
is based on its projection of "unaccommodated" enrollment of
21,400 students in 2005-06. On the other hand, using DC's
undergraduate enrollment projection and what we believe are
reasonable assumptions regarding projected capacity· for DC
Riverside and the graduate student ratio in the 1987 plan, we
estimate an unaccommodated enrollment of8,600 students. This
assumes that the long·term enrollment ceiling for each campus
(other than Riverside) will not be increased and that year-round
scheduling will not be implemented. On this basis, we believe the
Legislature should use this estimate in planning for DC's long
term facilities needs, and we conclude that an unaccommodated
enrollment of 8,600 students justifies the needto plan only one
new campus before 2005-06.

Furthermore, given the likelihood of having at least 8,600
unaccommodated students, we see no reason to delay planning
and development of this new campus. Placing the campus on a
faster track than the current DC plan would not only ensure the
availability ofcapacity for the 8,600 students, it would also allow
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DC to accommodate more students in the event DC's undergradu
ate enrollment exceeds the low end of the range. A cpnceritrated
effort by the universityto developthis campus could result In an
opening date in the mid-1990s rather thanin 1998, as currently
planned by DC.

EnrolimentAssumptions for Second Campus ShouldBe
Reassessed. If the higher end of the projected enrollment range
provescorrect,a~econdcampus w'0uJ.d l>e needed. For example, if
the Departmen.t of Finan.ce's enrollmentprojections are c()rre~t,

DC will have 24,400 in unaccomm()dated enrollment. This short
fall could not be met by one new campus by 2005-06. The decision
topla.n for a second campus, however, can be deferred for a.t least
a year without jeopardizing DC's schedule to bring it into opera
tionln time to accommodate a higher enrollment. Deferring this
decision would permit DC to concentrate its planning efforts in
thecomingyearonthe first campus. This would also allow DC and
the Legislature' to reassess enrollment projElctions and their
underlying assumptions, as they relate to the need to plan for a
second campus.

Suspend Planning for Third Campus. Even at the high
end of our estimated range of enrollment for 2005-06, a third
campus would not be needed. The additional enrollment at the
high end of the range could be accommodated through (1) more
rapid enrollment growth at two new campuses and/or (2) tempo
rary' over-enrollment at existing campuses. Therefore, we recom
mend that DC suspend its planning efforts for a third campus.
Instead, DC should (1) concentrate its. planning efforts on one

,Campus and (2) reassess the need for a second campus based on
further experience with enrollment growth.

The University of California's Five-Year Capital Outlay Plan

We find that UC's five-year capital outlayplan does not
adequately inform the Legislature on how needs related to
projected,enrollmentgrowth are to be met. We find further
that asil1nificant portion of the plan's proposed expendi
tures do not address enrollment~relatedneeds.

In the Supplemental Report of the 1989 Budget Act, the
Legislature. directed each of the segments to submit five-year
capital outlay plans to the Lemslature by September 1, 1989.
These plans were to include projected enrollments for each cam
pus for each year ofthe plan andare to be updated annually. DC's
November 29, 1989 five-year capital outlay plan (1990-91 to 1994
95) indicates that DC expects undergraduate enrollment sys
temwide to increase by over 12,000 (8 percent) over the five-year
period. This includes a 6 percent increase in undergraduate and
an 18 percent increase in graduate enrollments.
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Tomeet this enrollment growth, and also to renovate existing
facilities that may be obsolete for physical or program reasons,
DC's plan calls for the expenditure of about $1. 1 billionofstate
monies during the five-year period 1990-91 to 1994-95. The
proposed program includes funds for 139 major projects at the
nine campuses as well as an ongoingminor capital outlay program
(projects costing $250,000 or less). While the plan does not include
any proposed expenditures for planning or establishing new
campuses, it does include projects designed to meet needs associ
ated with enrollment growth at existing campuses. This year the

.university incorporated several elements into its five-year plan
that make it more useful to the Legislature. For example, the plan
now covers the full five years, includes estimated costs to complete
each project and lists the projects in priority. Although the
university's plan has been improved and is generally responsive
to the Legislature's directive, we have several concerns about it.

Plan Does Not Provide Enrollment-Related Informa
tion. The Legislature directed that the capital outlay plans
include, among other information, a discussion of how each
project contributes to accommodating needs associated with cur
rent/projected enrollments. The DC plan does not include this
information. Without this information it is impossible for the
Legislature to determine the extent to which the capital outlay
plan·meets needs generated by enrollment growth. or the cost of
meeting those needs. This places the Legislature in a difficult
position for making funding decisions on DC's capital outlay
program.

Plan Includes Significant Expenditures for Purposes
Not Directly Related to Enrollment Growth. Some indirect
measures indicate that· a significant portion of the university's
proposed capital outlay expenditures do not meet needs generated
by enrollment growth. For example, the university expects enroll
ment growth at six ofthe eight general campuses and modest
enrollment declines at two campuses-Berkeley and Los Angeles.
The plan, however, proposes expenditures of about $160 million
(excluding projects related to seismic safety), or 17 percent ofthe
five-year total, at Berkeley and Los Angeles, even though current
capacity at those campuses exceeds current enrollment.

In addition, our analysis indicates that about $100 million
proposed for expenditure in 1990-91 is for projects that are
primarily for research-related space rather than enrollment
growth. The estimated future· cost to complete these projects is
over $180 million.

Expenditures for capital improvements that are not related
directly to enrollment growth are certainly appropriate and may

ll--.:..so283
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be necessary. The Legislature, however, needs better information
inthe five-year capital outlay plail so that it can assess the needs
for projects related to enrollment growth (including new cam
puses) and otherimprovements, in orderto set the Legislature's
priorities and strike an appropriate funding balance between the
two.

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

The California State University (CSU) system is composed of
20 campuses and nine off-campus facilities which provide instruc
tion in the liberal arts and sciences as well as in applied fields
which require more than two years of college education. In
addition, CSU may award a doctoral degree jointly with the
University of California or a private university.

Enrollment Projections for CSl,j

In October 1989, CSU issued a Growth Plan for 1990·2005
that included enrollment projections for the period 1990-91 through
2005-06. The plan also. includes a proposal to start five new
campuses, with the first to be brought on line in 1994. In Novem
ber 1989, the Department of Finance's Demographic Research
Unit developed projections ofCSU enrollments for the same time
period. (These projections do not distinguish between under
graduate and graduate students. CSUhas a smaller percentage of
graduate students than UC and, unlike DC, is not proposing to
increase that percentage.)

In preparing for its facilities needs for the year 2005-06, CSU
assumes that enrollment will grow from 361,000 students in
1990-91 to 541,000 in 2005-06. This is an increase of 180,000
students, or 50 percent. Bycontrast, DOF-bas~don demographic
data and historic participation trends-projects an enrollment of
466,000 students-an increase ofl05,000 students. This repre
sents an average annual enrollment growth of 1.7 percent and
growth of29 percent over the period. The key difference between
the numbers arises from an assumption by CSU that, by 2005, it
will reach the state's goal of educational equity-that is, the
current low participation rates of students from under-repre
sented ethnic groups will increase to rates comparable for those of
whites. (Currently, blacks participate at about one-half, and
Hispanics at about one-third, the rate of whites.)

Clearly, attaining educational equity at CSU (and all
postsecondary segments) is an important priority. But for capital
planning purposes, projections ofenrollment need to be based on
the best available demographic data, not on policy goals. CSU
cannot accomplish this objective as an institution acting alone.
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The state's K-12 system must graduate.qualified students in suf
ficient numbers to put the policy goal within reach. There is no
evidence that we know of which suggests that the laudable
objective ()f equal participation rl1tes ca~ be achieved within the
next 15 years. For example, there are currently about 40,000
HiSpaIlics intheCSU system. If the participation rate for
HispaIlics continue:;:; to increase as it has during recent years,
therew~>uldbeaboutl15,000 Hispanics-ahIlo'st three times the
current numbers~by2005-06. To meet eSD's plan, however, the
system would have to enroll over 190,000 Hispanics-almost five
times the current number-over the period. The improvement in_.
black participatiQnrl3.Fes 'Youl~ hl1v~ F8 ,be eV~Il;n:lOre pr()p.oun<;e~f
in percentage terms in 9rd~r tomeetCSU'sol$j~etive._·Inshort,
esU's enrollment figure for 2005-06 is not '.~.-prcljectionbased on
demographic trends.., .

By comparison, the DOF projections are based on enrollments
. growiIlg generally acc()rding to historic trends during the plan
ningperiod. If these past trends._ continue, this assumption
implicitl;y reflects -- substantial increases in the enrollments of
under~representedstudents. In relying on these DOF figures, we
note two caveats. First, the trends in participation rates should
be carefully monitored to capture changes as they occur and to
make necessary changes in out-year enrollment projections.
Second, it is possible that, in the near future, DOF will be a,ble to
provjdeprojections with more detail by race and ethnic group.
This will greatly assist the Legislature in its efforts to equalize
future participation rates.

Accordingly, we suggest that esu develop a more rel1listic
enrollment projection through the year 2005-06 that could serve
capital outlay planning purposes. ·Ifparticipationrate experience
in the future indicates that eSlJis more-rapidly attaining this
goal, the enrollmentprojection can and should be revised upward.
Until actual trends (including high school graduation rates)

. demon~trate otherwise, however, we believe DOF's enrollment
projection forms a more reasonable basis for planning esufacil
ity needs. On that basis, the state at this time should plan on
accommodating466,000CSU students in 2005-06. Be,cause many .
eSUstudents are part-time, thIS .level of enrollment would be
350,000 full-time equivalent (FTE)students. For the 'remainder
of this section on CSU, we use FTEenrollment figures.

Accommodating Enrollments on Existing Campuses

Figure 4 shows, for eachesucampus, the cuiTentenrollment,
esU's projected enrollment for 2005-06 andeSD's :recom:rnerided
master plan ceilings. As the figure shows, esu's grqwth plan
projects that its existing campuses and off-campus centers can be
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expanded to accommodate an enrollment of365,400 FTE by 2005
06, an increase ofabout 93,000 FTE (34 percent increase) over the
current enrollment.

Figure 4 also shows that CSU's projected enrollment for the 20
campuses (344,100) is almost 60,000 less than the total campus
enrollments under proposed master plancElilings (404,000). This
master plan total includes CSU's plan to raise ceilings at five
campuses: (1) Fresno and San Francisco from 20,000 to 25,000

Bakersfield 4,000 8,500 12,000
Chico 14,000 14,000 14,000
Dominguez Hills 6,200 12,000 20,000
Fresno 16,100 25,000 25,00Od
Fullerton 17,600 20,000 20,000
Hayward 8,300 12,100 18,000
Humboldt 6,800 8,000 8,000
Long Beach 23,600 25,000 25,000
Los Angeles 13,600 18,500 25,000
Northridge 20,900 25,000 25,000
Pomona 14,700 19,100 20,000
Sacramento 19,000 23,400 25,000
San Bernardino 7,800 17,100 20,000d
San Diego 25,000 25,000 25,000
San Francisco 20,000 25,000 25,000d
San Jose 20,500 25,000 25,000
San Luis Obispo 14,700 17,400 20,000d
San Marcos 300 7,000 25,000
Sonoma 5,400 10,000 15,000d
Stanislaus 3,900 . 7,000 12000

Subtotals (262,400) (344,100) (404,000)

Off-campus centers 3,500 10,400 n/a
Year-round operation" ---2..QQQ -1Q...9QQ nla

Totals 271,900 365,400 404,000

a Full-time equivalent students,
b CSU's estimate for 1990-91.
c Enrollment planned by CSU,
d Increased ceiling recommended by CSU.
" use of summer quarters at four existing year-round campuses,
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FTE each, (2) San Bernardino from 12,000 to 20,000 FTE, (3) San
Luis Obispofrom 15,000 to 20,000 FTE and (4) Sonoma from
10,000to 15,pOO FTE. Although these master plan chaIlges will
require a detailed review process, including environmental im
pact assessments, we have no basis for assuming the· ceilings
cannot be raised.

We believe esu's estimate ofthe ability ofexisting campuses
to absorb growth is conservative. Under esO's plan, 11 campuses
would still be below their recommended master plan ceilings in
2005-06. Some of these campuses (such as Hayward or Domin
guez Hills) may not be able to grow faster than esu has planned,
given problems experienced by those campuses in attracting.
enrollment. Several of the other campuses, however, have the
potential to grow faster than esu has planned, including Sacra
mento, Pomona and San Marcos.

Conclusions on Need for New CSU Campuses

Du,r analysis indicates that there currently is no dem
onstrated ~eed to plan for any new CSU campuses.

As mentioned above, the esu growth plan for the period 1990
through 2005 calls for establishmentoffivenew campuses. Under
this plan, the.new campuses would be brought into operation at
two-year intervals beginning in 1994. The plan also calls for
establishment of five new off-campus centers to serve. upper
division and graduate students.

Statewide Enmllment Needs. Figure 5 shows for the year
2005-06 esO's projections oftotal enrollment, enrollment accom
modated at existing campuses (including summer quarter enroll
ment) and off-campus centers, and the "unaccommodated" enroll
ment on which its proposal for five new campuses and five new off
campus centers rests. The figure indicates that under esu's
enrollment projections,the system could not accommodate 41 ,000
students within existing facilities. esu's growth plan assumes
thaHhis shortfall would be addressed through:

• . Thefive new campuses (20,000 FTE).

• The five new off-campus centers (6,000 FTE);

• Other off-site instructional areas (3,000 FTE).

• An undefined combination ofmeasures, includingvarious
forms ofoff-site instruction and expanded use ofsummer
terms (12,000 FTE).

As discussed above, however, we believe esO's enrollment
projection is unrealistically high and that DOF's enrollment
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Projected enrollment
Projected enrollment at
existing sites ~

Unaccommodated enrollment
(surplus capacity) 41 ,000 (15,000)

projections are more appropriate to use at this time for planning
purposes. Under DOF's projection, the potential for existing
campuses to accommodate enrollments significantly exceeds the
expected enrollment level. As Figure 5 shovvs, existing campuses
and centers can accommodate projected ~nrollment growth
(through capacity-expanding construction projects), and still have
the potential to accommodate 15,000 additional FTE students in
2005-06 and beyond. Moreover, as discussed above, under CSU's
recommended master plan ceilings there would be further poten
tial to expand existing campusesto accommodate another 60,000
FTE students.

Regional Aspect ofAccommodating Enrollment. Some
may argue that, even ifthere were existing capacity in the system
as awhole,CSU's regional focus requires that new campuses be
built in areas where campuses are reaching or have reached
capacity. In considering the question of accommodating enroll
ment,however, it is important to recognize the mixed state/

.regional nature of CSU campuses. According to CSU's publica-
tion, Origin of1988 Fall Term Enrollment, 12 ofthe 20 campuses
draw a majority oftheir freshmen classes from theregion(defined
as the metropolitan statistical area) in which the campus is
located. The same .document indicates that 40 percent of all
entering freshmen come from outside the region in which the
campuses' they are attending are located. Thus, a substantial
portion ofenrollment is from outside the campus region and could
be viewed· as a statewide component of the enrollment.

Nevertheless, it is conceivable that one or more new campuses
could be justified strictly on the basis of regional enrollment
needs. We believe, however, there are severaroptions for meeting
regional enrollment needs that should be examined before under-
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takingthe costly (and irreversible) step of acquiring and con
structing new campuses. These options include:

• ExtendingYear-Round Operations. Since year-round
operation us~s existing facilities, it has the potential to
reduce future needs for additional space. Currently, four
campuses (Hayward, Los Angeles, Pomona, and San Luis
Obispo) have state-funded summer quarters. We recom
mend in our Analysis of the 1990-91 Budget Bill (Item
6610-001-001) that the CSU conduct a comprehensive
cost-benefit analysis of this option.

• RaisingMaster Plan Ceilings. The CSU's growth plan
projects that campus master plan ceilings will range from
8,000 to 25,000 FTE students. The CSU should consider
raising some of the master plan ceilings for those cam
puses which are below the maximum level of25,000 FTE.

• Establishing Off-Campus Centers. The CSU may
wish to establish off-campus centers near students' homes
or workplaces. Since such space can often be leased on a
short-term basis, off-campus centers could also be used to
meet one~timepeaks in enrollment demand.

In view of statewide enrollment trends and the variety of
options available to meet regional enrollment needs, we conclude
that there is no demonstrated need for CSU to plan new campuses
at this time. Although the need for new off-campus centers is not
justified on the basis of statewide enrollment projections, we
reserve judgment on CSU's proposal for five new off-campus
centers pending additional information from CSU on the regional
basis for these centers.

The California State University'S
Five-Year Capital Outlay Plan

We find that CSU's recent five-year capital outlay plan
does not adequately inform the Legislature on how needs
associated with projected enrollmentgrowth are to be met.
We find further that a significant portion of the plan's
proposed expenditures do not address these needs.

According to CSU's five-year capital outlay plan (submitted to
the Legislature August 31,1989), enrollment at CSU campuses
will increase 15,000 FTE (5.7 percent) by 1995-96.

To meet this enrollment growth and also to renovate existing
facilities that may be obsolete for physical or program reasons,
CSU's plan calls for the expenditure ofabout $1.4 billion of state
monies during the five-year period 1990~91 through 1994~95.The
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proposed program includes 166major projects at the 20 campuses,
eight major projects at two off~campuscenters (Contra Costa and
Ventura) and ongoing programs for energy conservation and
minor capital outlay (projects costing $250,000 or less). This year,
CSU has improved its five-year capital outlay plan by providing
more information on proposed projects. For example, the plan has
been expanded to include limited descriptions of all projects and
estimated costs to complete each project. While including this
additional information is generally responsive to the Legisla
ture's directive, we still have several concerns aboutthe plan.

First, CSU's capital outlay plan does not include any proposal
for the planning or establishment of new campuses. Conse
quently, the current capital outlay plan will not implement the
CSU Trustees' growth plan that calls for five new campuses (with
the first campus to come on line in 1994). Moreover, the plan does
not include any information regarding establishment of off-cam
pus centers.

In addition, the capital outlay plan does include projects
designed to meet needs associated with enrollment growth at
existing campuses. The plan indicates that instructional facility
capacity will increase from 98 percent (systemwide average) of
enrollment to 102 percent. Our analysis indicates, however, that
the plan contains inconsistencies regarding capacities associated
with specific projects and campuses. These inconsistencies, which
are numerous and significant, call into question the reliability of
the information included in the plan. For example, the plan
indicates that either 3,321 FTE capacity or 1,766 FTE capacity
will be added at CSU Fresno, depending on the page of the
document chosen. In another case, the document indicates in one
part that proposed projects will add 4,407 FTE capacity at CSU
Northridge. Yet, the plan's summary table indicates that 4,244
FTE capacity would be added at Northridge during 1991-92
through 1993-94, followed by deletion of 3,330 FTE capacity in
1994"95.

Our analysis further indicates that many of the proposed
expenditures do not substantially address needs associated with
enrollment growth. For example, CSUSan Diego already is at its
master plan ceiling in terms of both enrollment and facility
capacity. Yet CSU's plan proposes spending more capital outlay
funds at San Diego than at any other campus-$141 million over
the five-year period.

As mentioned under the section on UC, many projects that do
not contribute directly to accommodating enrollment growth may
be necessary. The Legislature needs better information in the
five-year plan, however, so that it can (1) assess ways to accommo-
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date enrollment growth and other needs and (2) strike an appro
priate funding balance between the two.

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The California Community Cblleges (CCC) consist of 7110
cally governed districts operating 107 colleges throughout the
state. In addition, the CCC provides instructional services to
students at off-campus sites. The community colleges are author
ized to provide associate degrees, occupational certificates and
credentials, and various service instruction.

Enrollment Projections

By statute, long-term enrollment projections for use by the
community colleges are prepared by DOF. The enrollment projec
tions are formulated by applying expected participation rates to
projections of future population groups, categorized according to
age and gender. This method is similar to the one DOF uses for
determining enrollment projections for both UC and CSU. How
ever, this projection is also based on input from local districts
(through an annual enrollment survey), and a qualitative assess
ment ofeach district's situation hy DOF staff. Using this method,
DOF projects community college enrollmentto grow from 1,333,000
in 1988-89 to 1,87:3,000 by 2005-06, an increase of 540,000 stu
dents.

This represents an average annual growth of 2 percent, and
growth over the period of41 percent. This projection is also higher
than DOF's 1988 projections, which estimated an increase of
400,000 students over that same period. Figure 6 illustrates the
enrollment growth trend between 1988-89 and 2005-06. It shows
that over two-thirds of the projected enrollment increase would
occur after 1994-95. The DOF's enrollment projections appear to
be reasonable for purposes ofIong-range facilities planning.

Similar to the DOF projections for CSU enrollment growth,
the DOF model for community colleges does not make explicit
assumptions about how participation rates for underrepresented
groups will change by 2005. During the 1980s, increases in total
participation rates have reflected the increased participation
rates ofullderrepresented ethnic groups. Therefore, to the extent
these trends continue, DOF's projections implicitly reflect in
creasedmovement towards meeting educational equity goals. The
DOF is currently developing an alternative projection based on
the attainment ofequal access (participation rates ofunderrepre
sented groups equal to that of whites).

The alternative projection should provide useful information
because unlike the other segments of postsecondary education,
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the California Community Colleges have an open enrollment
policy. Simply stated, no minimum criteria or standards must be
met to enroll into a community college. Therefore, the possibility
of the community colleges achieving equal access within the
timeframe of the projections merits examination. These projec
tions should be available for review in spring 1990.

Accommodating Increased Enrollment

We find that the community colleges' current simula
tion model has shortcomings which make it unreliable as
an accurate predictor ofthe system's future capital outlay
needs. As a result, we cannot at this time advise the Legis
lature as to either the necessary expansion of existing
campuses or the number of new community college cam
puses that will be needed to accommodateprojected enroll
ment through 2005-06.

To plan for the projected enrollment increase, the Chancel
lor's Office has developed a computer simulation model. The
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model employs twenty-nine different data elements abo:ut each
district's enrollment and facilities. This information is processed
with space:utilization standards and with a series of planning
ass:umptions abo:ut s:uch variables as camp:us capadt:y, service
area limitlitions, and average construction costs. For each of the
71 comm:up:ity college districts, the model projects capital6:utlay
needs thro:ugh 2005"06 for remodeling and altering, existing
facilities; constructing and eqmpping new facilities,.'and acq:uir
ing new sites' and developing new camp:uses. The model aggre
gates district needs into· regional and statewide s:ummaries.
(These projections do not incorporate fut:ure capital o:utlay expen
dit:ures for safety req:uirements, correction of hazardo:us condi
tions, and physical access for disabled persons.) .

Usingthis model andDOF's 1988 enrollment projectioIls, the
Chancellor's Office estiniated that about two-thirds ofthe 400,000
student enrollment growth could be accommodated in existing
facilities or by expanding existing camp:uses. Accommodating the
rinIiainingone-third wo:uld reqmre 16 additional campuses aver
aging 8;000 students. The Chancellor's Office has not nin the
model using the higher enrollment figures in DOF's 1989 enroll
ment projection (540,000, additional students by 2005-06). The
officeestimates;ho\Vever, that accommodating this higher enroll
ment wo:uld req:uire about 5.1 million assignable squarefeet (as£)
ofnewfacilities ,on existing campuses andthe development of23
newcamp:uses (2.9 million as£).

The simulation model maybea useful tool for estimating the
potential magnitude of long-range planning needs. The current

•model, however, shouldnotbe cbnsidered as the final determinant
for expanding a canipus or establishing a new campus. This is
because themodelfucl:udes a wide range of s:ubjective planning
assumptions that, ifmodified, co:uld significantly alter the projec
tions for. the expansion of the community college system. Ex
amples of these assumptions are discussed below.

Potentialfor Expandingthe Use ofOff-Campus Facili
ties. One planning ass:umption is that a district's currentpropor
tion of off-campus to on-campus weekly student credit ho:urs
(WSCH) Will remain the samethrough 2005-06. (C:urrently, about
10 percent of all systemwideWSCH areoff"campus.) Increasing
the use ofoff"camp:us space co:uld red:uce the need for buildingnew
campuses or for expanding existing campuses. Off-campus use
could be increased in part by offering moreevenirigc1asses at
existing secondary schools. This alternative co:uld accommodate a
substantial number of evening students in existing, and often
under-:used, lect:ure space. Using multiple, decentralized sec
ondary schools would also offer many students an educational
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opportunity closer to their homes or workplaces than existing
community college campuses.

Potential for Inter-District Sharing ofFacilities. The
Chancellor's Office model omits a key variable whichmust be con
sidered when determining whether a new campus is fully justi
fied. The model only examines the capacity at District A's existing
campuses in determining the need for a new District A campus.
The model does not consider whether an existing campus in
District B~an adjoining district located within a reasonable
commuting distance-has the capacity to accommodate more
students from District A.

Inappropriate Criterion for Establishing New Cam
puses. The two conditions imposed by the model in projecting the
need for anew campus are that (1) the average size ofa district's
existing campuses is not to exceed 750 WSCH per campus acre
and .(2) the service area of existing.campuses is not to exceed
certain limits-based on a .30-minute niaximum travel time-for
urban, suburban, and rural areas. We believe the first cqndition
is an inappropriate criterion.

First, it is unclear to us why the 750 WSCH per acre standard
is the appropriate one. We sampled 20 representative urban,
suburban, and rural campuses and found· that current enroll
ments ranged from 44 to 3,350 WSCH per acre. Additionally, ten
campuses in our sample exceeded 1,1OOWSCH per acre. Thus,
many campuses now accoIllmodate considerably more students
than the capacity standard used in the Illodel for projecting new
campuses. We therefore question the use of a single; statewide
campus capacity parameterfor projecting each district's ability to
accommodate enrollment growth. Second, and more importantly,
we believe it is inappropriate to use, as a ,capacity standard, a
variable thatrelates academic load to a campus land base. As an
alternative to this parameter, the Chancellor's Office,in coopera
tion with the districts, should determine the capacity of the
community college campuses based on what is'· academically
sound.

Further Work. A private consultant is assisting the Chancel
lor's Office in refining the model. The consultant will also provide
long-range planning assistance to those districtsJorwhich new
campuses are projected. This process will be complete in June
1990, at which time the Chancellor's Office should have a, more
definitive answer as to the number, location, and timingof new
campuses which they believe will be needed by 2005~06. We urge
the Chancellor's Office to reevaluate the assumptions used as a
basis for its projections and to incorporate the above changes,
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along with any other changes they may deem appropriate, prior to
completing this process.

The qommunity colleges simulation model is an important
first~step in projecting the system's long-range capital outlay
needs. In view ofthe current shortcomings ofthe model, however,
we cannot at this time advise the Legislature as to either the
necessary expansion of existing campuses or the number of new
community college campuses that will be needed to accommodate
projected enrollment through 2005-06. As indicated earlier,
however, oftotal projected enrollment growth in the community
college system through 2005-06; over two-thirds will occur after
1994-95. Therefore, existing campuses and off-campus centers
should be able to accommodate the system's short-term growth.
This, in turn, should give theChancellor's Office sufficient time to
refine its proposal before seeking approval by the Legislature.

The California Community Colleges'
Five-Year Capital Outlay Plan

We find that the community colleges are not adequately
addressing growth-related capital outlay. needs, as evi
denced. by the .lack of a systemwide five~yearplanas reo
quired by the Legislature. . .

In accordance with the Supplemental Report of the 1989
Budget Act, the Chancellor's Office submitted a five-year capital
outlay plan. This plan falls woefully short of the supplemental
language report requirements. Rather than providing a sys
temwide plan shovring statewide five-year priorities, as required
by the Legislature, the Chancellor's Office simply included copies
of each district's two- to five-year priority list of projects. The
Chancellor's Office, however, estimates that the. community col
leges will be seeking state appropriations totaling$1.0 to $1.2
billion during the five-year period 1990.91 to 1994-95.

The systemwide five-year plan was also to include a discus
sion of the programmatic basis for· each project and how the
project contributes to accommodating needs associated with cur
rent and projected enrolhnents. This requirement has not been
fulfilled in the plan submitted to the Legislature.

The individual district's five-year plans include a calculation
of the net increase in WSCH that each capital outlay project will
accommodate. Our :review of thes.e documents shows that the
various projects will accommodate an additional110,000 students
over the next five years, which compares well to DOF's latest
enrollment projections. On closer examination, however, it is
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clearthatthe proposed:expansion is not located where the enroll
ment growth is expected. For example,many districts that cur
rentlyhave substantial capacityare planning additional facili
ties. In fact, two~thirds of the proposed increase, in lecture or
laboratory space planned for the next five years-""-€nough for
74,000 students-:is in distriCts whose present facilities can ac
commodate over 120percent of their projected enrollment over
the same time period.

A community college five-year plan in essence d,oes not exist
and systemwide planning for enrollment growth is Jotally Inade
quate.Judging bythe current fiv~"yearplans ofmany individual
districts, a large portion pfproposed future expenditur~swill not
address enrollment-related capital outlay ne~ds. It is essential
that the Legislature have a systemwide five-year plan in order to
assess whether project proposals; including those associated with
new campuses, address enrollment growth and other legislative
priorities. The Chancellor's Offi.ceneedsto prpvide the Legisla
ture with the information requested by the Legislature in, the
Supplemental Report ofthe 1989 Budget Act. .

HOW CAN THE LEG1SLATURE BEST PROVIDE THE
FACILITIES NEEDED FOR ENROLLMENT GROWTH?

Although there are no precise estimates of the costs to meet
postsecondaIJ7educatio'n capitliloutlay needs over the next 15
years, it is clear from the segments'five-yearcapital outlay plans
and other information that a multi-billion dollar effort will have
to be funded. Given thetnagrtltude ofthis fiscal commitment, the
Legislature will ha'VEl to consid.er carefully how best'to plan and
finance these facility needs. .. .

Legislature Needs Better Informati()n'

We recommend that the segmentsprovide bettercapital
outlay planning information to the Legislature, particu
larly ,with, regard to, how" p,.oposecl'projects meet needs
associa,ted .ivithenrollmentgrowth, and including' infor
m~ti~n'on proposed ~ew campuses orof{-campus ,c:enters.

Competing Statewide Needs and Limited Resources. As
discussedabove, billions ofdollarsw:ill be neededin,the next five
years and beyond for postsecondary education capital outlay. At
the· same time, these· needs Will compet~ with vari0lls other
statewide nee~s for limited funding. Consequently, the Legisla
ture needs improved Information from the segments so that it can
better assess,control and plan for postsecondaryeducatioh capi-
tal outlay needs. ,.
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Better Information Needed on How Projects Address
Enrollment Needs. The Legislature, in the SupplementalRe
port ofthe 1989 Budget Act, already has requested much ofwhat
we believe is needed. In attempting to follow this legislative direc
tion,DC and CSD have made significant improvements in the in
formational content oftheirplans. Our review indicates, however,
that the segments still need to refine informationon how proposed
projects meet needs associated with enrollment growth and chang
ing program requirements in order to assist the Legislature in
determining if proposals meet legislative priorities. For each
project, the segments should: (1) indicate the extent to which the
space serves undergraduate·and graduate enrollments, instruc
tional needs, and other capital improvement needs; and (2) specifY
the cost of providing the space for meeting enrollm.ent needs. In
addition, the segments should include in their five-year capital
outlay plans information on the costs and timing ofproposed new
~ampusesor off-campus centers and how these centers are related
to facilities to be constructed through capital outlay expenditures.

The Legislature needs the above information to make sure
that it funds postsecondary education facility priorities as the
Legislature sees them.

Legislature Will Have to Rely Heavily on·Bond Financing

Improved planning information is important not only so the
Legislature can establish priorities within each segment and
among segments, it also is critical in preparing a financing plan
for needed facilities. Given the magnitude of postsecondary edu
cation needs relative to General Fund and tideland oil resources,
the state will almost certainly have to rely heavily on bond
financing. In the past four years, for example, the state has
financed 99 percent of postsecondary education capital outlay
costs through either general obligation bonds ($1 billion) or lease
revenue bonds ($611 million). Since the state has used virtually
all of its existing authorized general obligation bonds,. future
expansion of postsecondary education facilities will depend on
new general obligation bond authorizations by the voters and,
potentially, new lease-purch~serevenue bond authorizations by
the Legislature.

In com.paringthese two types ofbonds, it should be noted that
the General Fund provides the debt service payments in both
cases. General obligation bonds, however, have two principal
advantages over lease-revenue bonds. First, general obligation
bondsare less expensive (currently an interest rate differential of
up to 0.5 percent). Also,the state does not have to obtain insurance
for facilities funded with general obligation bonds, as is required
under lease-revenue bonds. (DC generally meets this require-
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ment through self insurance.) Second, unlike the case for lease
revenue bonds, debt paYments on general obligation bonds are
exempt from the state's appropriations limit and therefore en
hance the Legislature's ability to fund competing state needs.
(Under the provisions ofSCA 1, ifapproved by the voters in June
1990, it appears that the Legislature could exempt lease-revenue
debt payments from the appropriations limit.)

Currently, the Legislature is considering SB 147 (Hart),
which would authorize (as amended January 18, 1990) a $900
million general obligation bond measure to be submitted to the
voters at the June 1990 primary election. Considering only the
first two years (1990-91 and 1991-92) of the five-year plans, the
amount proposed under SB 147 falls short ofthe segments' stated
needs by more than $500 million. Some ofthe projects proposed by
the segments may, upon legislative review, not merit funding
during 1990-91 or 1991-92. If, however, the Legislature wishes to
fund the segments' plansin the two-year period, it may wish to
increase the amountofgeneral obligation bonds to be authorized.

If the $500 million "shortfall" were instead funded through
revenue bonds, we estimate it would require up to an additional
$125 million in principal and interest payments (plus major
unknown costs for insurance) over a 20-year.period. This added
cost is a result oftwo factors-lease revenue bonds carry a higher
interest rate and, under the State Treasurer's current policy,
these bonds are paid off using a different financing schedule.
Given, however, the 20-year time frame for paying off the debt
service, the $125 million cost would be equivalent to $40 million
in 1990 dollars.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Above, we have reviewed the ways each segment of public
postsecondary education is preparing for enrollment growth over
the next 15-year horizon. The following is a summary of our
findings and conclusions:

Enrollment. Enrollment for each of the segments is pro
jected to grow steadily between now and 2005-06 (average annual
growth ofbetween 1.7 percent to 2.0 percent), resulting in signifi
cant increases in the numbers of students. the state must accom
modatebythe end of that period.

Projections. While there is agreement that each segment
will experience significant enrollment growth by 2005-06, we
have identified concerns with specific·projections on enrollment
and existing capacity made by the segments. We believe UC and
CSU have made assumptions which result in an overstatement of
the need for new campuses. Data for the Community Colleges are
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insufficient for us to draw conclusions at this time.

Need for New Campuses. Based on our review of sys
temwide and campus enrollment projections, we find that:

• University ofCalifornia. The university will need at
least one new campus by 2005-06 and should immediately
begin planning and development efforts for that facility.
In addition, the university should reassess its enrollment
assumptions with regard to the need for a second campus
and suspend planning for a third campus.

• California State University. The system at this time
should not plan for any additional campuses, as existing
campuses will be able to accommodate projected enroll
ment growth through 2005-06.

• California Community Colleges. Given the shortcom
ings in the Chancellor's Office model used to project
facilities needs, we cannot at this time assess their need
for new campuses.

Funding Expansion ofExisting Facilities. Regardless of
what decisions are made on new campuses, all three segments will
require significant capital outlay improvements and expansion.
Over the I5-year period to 2005-06, the state will have to under
take a multi-billion dollar capital outlay program to meet these
postsecondary education facilities needs.

Planning. All three postsecondary education segments
should significantly improve the information provided to the
Legislature in their five-year plans. This would allow the Legisla
ture to better assess, control, and plan for the state's postsecon
dary education capital outlay needs.
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Air Quality Improvement: An
Alternative Strategy

Is the Current RegulatoryApproach the Most Effective Way
to Meet the State's Air Quality Goals?

California suffers from some ofthe country's worst air quality
problems. In order to improve air quality, the state andJocal air
quality districts have implemented some of the toughest air
quality controls in the country. The state's primary approach to
improving air quality has been to use "command and control"
r,egulation of pollution ,sources, which relies on administrative
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processes to establish rules that mandate or prohibit actions, and
to appeal to voluntary cutbacks in activities that create pollution.
This approach has achieved significant success in reducing out
puts of certain pollutants. Yet virtually every urban and many
rural areas of the state remain out of compliance with existing
state and federal standards.

Last year we discussed amendments to the California Clean
Air Act (please see 1989-90 Budget: Perspectives and Issues, page
111) that are designed to strengthen the authority of regulatory
agencies and improve coordination between air districts. Policy
makers at the federal, state arid local levels, however, are increas
ingly expressingconc~rnsabout the current strategies forimprov
ing air quality. More and more proposals are beginning to surface
that look beyond the state's current regulatory policies to ones
that stress incentives and flexibility in order to improve the pros
pects for achieving the state's air quality goals at lower cost to
society. These policies are known as incentives-based regulatory
policies.

In this analysis we review command and control regulatory
policies·(CCR), examine the deficiencies ofCCR policies, present
an overview of incentives-based regulation (IBR) and discuss
specific IBR policies.

BACKGROUND
California residents experience more days of poor air quality

than do residents ofany other state in the nation. Air pollution can
cause health problems (severe ones for some people), kill trees,
damage agricultural crops, and damage buildings, infrastructure
and other exposed materials. One recent studyby the South Coast
Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) estimates that air
pollution in that region alone could cost individuals and busi
nesses as much as $9.6 billion annually. While that study has
received some criticism, most experts would agree that air pollu
tion is very costly. Last year (please see 1989-90 Budget: Perspec
tives and Issues, page 115), we identified 25 counties in California
that continue to violate federal standards for at least one pollut
ant (such as sulfur and nitrogen oxides, particulates, hydrocar
bons, and carbon monoxide).

One reason why air pollution is more serious in California
than elsewhere is because ofthe state's weather and topography.
Rapid population growth and life-style choices, which include the
widespread use of automobiles, intensifY the state's air quality
problems. Past federal and state regulatory activity hasidentified
and implemented most of the relatively inexpensive, known
pollution control technologies on large, easily identifiable pollu-
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tion sources (such as manufacturing and power plants). Future
efforts to comply with state and federal air quality standards
increasingly will have to deal with individually smaller and more
diffused sources of pollution (such as automobiles and consumer
products). This will (1) increase the costs ofcontrol efforts in order
to obtain relatively modest improvements in air quality and (2)
limit the ability of government to improve air quality merely by
mandating specific technologies. Significant future gains in air
quality are likely to require major changes both in" the way we
produce products and in individual life-styles.

CURRENT REGULATORY SYSTEM

In this section we reviewthe command and control regulatory
process and examine its advantages and deficiencies.

The Components of CCR

California currently relies heavily on command and control
regulation (CCR) to meet air qua.lity goals. In part, this has
developed due to the role ofthe federal Environmental Protection
Agency in implementing the federal 1970 CleanAirAct (including
the 1977 amendments). The CCR approach consists ofthe follow
ing major processes:

• Planning. Once goals (such as pollutant standards)
have been established, a planning process (which typi
cally follows a regulatory proceeding format) is under
taken to develop particular strategies for achieving the
standards. An example of such a plan is the SCAQMD
plan, (released in 1988 and known as the South. Coast
plan) which anticipates compliallce with all federal stan
dards (excep't ozone) bythe year 2007.

• Approving Control Technologies. Generally compli
imce strategies rely heavily on tailend control technolo
gies (that is controls on th.e exhaust from factories and
automobiles), and regulatory proceedings are used to
identify those technologies. For example, the regulatory
agency may determine that a particular kind of smoke
stack attachment (a "scrubber") is needed in order to
remove additional sulfur dioxide from electriC power plant
exhaust. .

• Permitting New Pollution Sources. A permitting
process (also using an administrative proceeding format)
is designed in order to site new facilities that might be
sou,rces of pollutants.
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• Monitoring andEnforcement. In order to assure com
pliance with the foregoing decisions, regulatory agencies
engage in enforcement arid monitoring. activities.

The unifying feature ofthese CCR elements is that they rely
on administrative procedures which typically include: hearings
with written and oral testimony, workshops where participants
discuss options, analysis and evaluation of proposals by staff,
decisions rendered by a governing board a.nd challenges to the
decisions pursued in the courts.

Command and Control in California

The components discussed above can be seen in the regula
tory systems used in California. It is a complex system to describe
for several reasons:

• Both federal and state statutes apply;

• There are regulatory agencies at the federal, state and
local levels; and

• There are different typesof pollution sources: stationary
(such as factories and power plants), mobile (such as cars
and trucks) and so-called "area" (such as paint, deodor
ants, pesticides, solvents, and lubricants) sources.

The mix of agency regulatory and enforcement responsibili
ties is somewhat different foreach sOurce. Additionally, agencies
develop regulations that can require either existing technologies
or not-yet-developedtechnologies (so-called technology-forcing).
Therefore, in describing CCR in the state, we focus on its general
features rather than on specific regulatory institutions (except
where examples help ilh:istra.te our analysis).

The federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets
ambient air quality standards for certain specified pollutants and
requires states to develop state implementation plans (SIPs) for
achieving compliance with. those standards: Additionally, be
cause of its more severe problems, California has set standards
for certain pollutants that are more stringent than the federal
standards. Under California's SIP, air polh.ltion control districts
(APCDs) prepare the local implement~tionplans and manage the
stationary source regulatory programs and the state Air Re
sources Board (ARB) has primary responsibility for the mobile
source regulatory program and for reviewing district regulatory
programs for conformance with clean air goals,

The ARB and APCDs inventory and monitor sources ofpollu
tion, which make it possible to establish and enforce maximum
allowable concentrations of emissions at each source. This ap-
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proach is limited, however, since in many areas the relationship
between the amount and pattern of emissions and the measured
ambient air quality is complex and poorly understood. As a result,
it is sometimes difficult to ascertain exactlywhat improvement in
air quality would result from requirements (for example, a par
ticular control technology) placed on a specific source. Nonethe
less, the plan must make a convincing case that it would achieve
compliance or the EPA is authorized to impose sanctions (such as
prohibiting construction or withholding certain federal funds). A
state plan can be approved, however, if it shows "reasonable
effort" to achieve compliance, including the requirement that
emissions sources adopt the best available control technology
(BACT).

Since the BACT depends on specific technical features ofpar
ticular facilities (such as manufacturing plants, oil refineries,
automobiles and power plants), the agencies identifY a BACT for
each polluter. These decisions are based on evidence submitted
during a formal public hearing process. Further, the agency bears
the burden of showing that the technology is feasible and will
make progress toward reducing emissions. The federal BACT
standard also has an economic reasonableness component. Be
cause of the severity of California's air pollution problem, how
ever, the state's regulatory program places less emphasis on
whether the required technology is economically feasible.

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF
COMMAND AND CONTROL REGULATION?

The regulatory process outlined in the previous section is com
plex, yet it has perceived advantages that make it a popular
means of achieving compliance with the state's air quality stan
dards. These include:

• "Fairness"AndTargetedRelief. CCR encourages pub
lic input, requires equal compliance from all polluters, yet
allows for specific implementation delays or variances
from general rules. Because CCR focuses on individual
concerns andbecause CCRresults mainly in indirect costs
to individuals (such as control costs that are buried in
product prices, general taxes and regulatory fees), it gives
the appearance of fairness.

• Ease ofEnforcement. CCR typically results in require
ments for particular technologies that are easily moni
tored because in many cases the inspector need only visit
the plant to take readings from the mandated device and
make inspections to determine that it is operating within
defined specifications.
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• Familiarity. CCR has been developed over a long period;
therefore, the rules and procedures are understood by the
parties that have an interest in the process. Further, a
practitioner "industry" of consultants, lawyers, analysts
and others haVE~ created a knowledge-base about the
workings of CCR processes.

The advantages of CCR are most pronounced when (1) the
regulatory goals are well-defined; (2) the problems are not suscep
tible to other, less intrusive, regulatory mechanisms; (3) there are
relatively few, noncomplex pollution sources and (4) the adminis
trative process can be operated in a cost-effective· and timely
manner. Too often, however, the world in whichCCR operates is
not so clear cut.

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS WITH
THE CURRENT REGULATORY SYSTEM?

Command and control regulation has been able to achieve
success in the past because the technological and behavioral
changes mandated by regulatory agencies could be accommo
dated by most segments of the population without significant
disruptions to their existing life-styles. However, the cost of
additional controlsis increasing dramatically and intruding more
and more on current life-style choices. As a result, the regulatory
process is becoming less effective in achieving further improve
ments in air quality. There are several reasons why direct regu
lation is likely to be less effective in thefuture than it has been in
the past.

Social Costs Not Reflected in Prices

Everyone suffers substantial economic costs from dirty air.
However, none of us pay the full costs of the damage that our
pollution creates. Moreover, wherewe indirectly pay the cost for
pollution (such as in higher car prices because ofcatalytic convert
ers), we seldom think of these costs as related to pollution.
Consequently, Vie have little economic incentive to modify our
behavior. Because CCR generally imposes a technological solu
tion, it can increase the "up front" cost ofa product or facility (such
as a car or a power plant), but is unlikely to affeCt decisions about·
use ofthe services provided by the product or facility (such as the
amount of driving or electricity use). For example, once you
purchase the car (with its pollution control equipment) there is
little incentive to stop driving to the grocery store everyday in
favor of fewer, better planned trips.

Reduced Incentives to Innovate or to Minimize Control Costs

The current regulatory model provides little incentive for pol
luters to develop alternative pollution control technologies that
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would reduce pollution beyond the levels required by regul~tions.

Regulatory agencies also do not often encourage changes in
production processes (such as the use of recirculation systems
that capture polluting gases for reuse or the use of different, less
harmful chemical processes for cleaning parts in factories) that
could be more cost effective. Instead, the regulations typically
require specific control technologies (some of which have not yet
been developed) that industries must use in order to reduce
specified pollutants (generally at the tailend).

Ifan industry develops an alternative method for controlling
emissions (whether it is a change in the production process or an
alternative tailend control technology), it must show, through an
administrative process, that the alternative reduces emissions by
as much as the control measure specified in the regulations. This
can be costly and there is no guarantee that the regulatory
authority will approve the measure. As a result, industries have
relatively little incentive to budget significant researchmonies for
the development of alternative technologies or processes beyond
those expenditures necessary to develop the mandated technol
ogy.

Regulatory Agency Bears Burden of Proof

The burden ofproving that a particular control should be im
posed lies with the regulatory agency (such as an APeD or the
ARB) rather than with those who pollute. While basic pollution
standards exist which businesses and individuals are expected to
meet, the regulatory agency must generally decide how this will
be done. Thus, the regulatory agency is placed in the position of
having to defend its decisions about control strategies or technolo
gies. Polluters are not required to defend their continuedviolation
of the standards or mandated reductions during the regulatory
process that determines the control strategy. With the burden of
proof on state and local agencies, polluters have incentives to
postpone, or weaken regulations because they need not comply
until all appeals to the proposed regulations are exhausted.

The burden placed on direct regulation can be seen in the ef
forts of the Air Resources Board to regulate underarm aerosol
deodorants. This product group was chosen as the prototype con
sumerproduct group by the ARB since economic alternatives were
already in the market (roll-on's and other non-aerosols). Thus, it
was thought to be the easiest product group to regulate. Nonethe
less, the proceeding took about two years from beginning to end.
To repeat this process for each of the over 100 product categories
identified by the ARB could last into the next century. The process
would probably be more difficult for the remaining producfgroups
because many of them do not have readily identifiable alterna
tives that would be considered less environmentally harmful.
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Emphasis on Planning Not Achievement

The federal Clean Air Act requires regulatory authorities to
place an emphasis on the development of plans that show how
each political entity will meet standards. As we discussed last
year (please see The 1989-90 Budget: Perspectives and Issues,
page lIe) ifa district knowingly submits a plan that would fail to
meet federal standards, the EPA is required to impose sanctions.
The districts have great latitude regarding actual implementa
tion or attainment oftheir plans so long as the districts can show
that they reasonably thought their plans would meet the stan-

, dards by the target date. Adopting a plan, however, does not
guarantee either (1) that the plan will be implemented as adopted,
or (2) that implementationwill necessarily lead to the attainment
of air quality standards.

For example, San Diego was not sanctioned for failing to meet
federal standards for ozone and carbon monoxide by 1988 because
its plan, when originally adopted, was determined to have suffi
cient measures to achieve the standards. On the other hand, the
EPA was forced by court order to impose construction sanctions in
the South Coast and Sacramento County districts because the
EPA found that these district plans, when originally submitted,
did not include sufficient measures to ensure a reasonable expec
tation of meeting the standards.

A more specific example of how focusing on technological
solutions developed through regulation can divert energy from
achieving mandated standards is the effort of the SCAQMD to
develop rules needed to meet the 1988 federal deadlines. In 1986,
we examined the stationary source control measures proposed by
the SCAQMD as part of its 1982 south coast air quality plan. We
found that, ofthe 24 rules and reglilations included in the plan, 13
rules were either relaxed or deferred entirely pending further
research. The deferrals came about because the technologies
required by the rules were either not yet developed or were too
expensive. This is n()t a criticism of the district, rather it shows
how difficult it can be to find ways to solve an extremely difficult
air quality problem within the framework of CCR.

The emphasis on planning and on developing technology also
can draw resources away from enforcement. For example, in three
ofthe largest air pollution control districts, only 14 percent ofthe
staff actually enforce regulations. Most ofthe staff are employed
developing plans and regulations, collecting data, and developing
new technologies.

Emissions Clean-Up Cost Is Increasing Rapidly

Current control technologies, required for both stationary and
mobile sources, have considerably reduced individual source
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emissions. But the costs of tailend control technologies offering
the ability to achieve significant additional emissions reductions
are escalating rapidly. For example, in Los Angeles, recent esti
mates ofcosts to control nitrogen oxide emissions from stationary
sources are about $20,000 per ton reduced. These control costs are
lIkely to be much higher in the future as the district is required to
make additional reductions in order to attain compliance.

Further, past federal and state requirements for mobile source
pollution reduction added relatively moderate costs to the base
price of automobiles and resulted in engines that are about 90
percent cleaner than prior to controls. Most observers believe,
however, that the COl;)t for cleaning up the remaining 10 percent is
likely to be much more expensive. In general, the notion of
escalating costs makes sense because it is reasonable to expect air
quality. districts to impose the least costly technologies before
requiring more expensive, exotic technologies.

Summary Regarding CCR

Growth is outstripping the states's ability to regulate and
enforce clean air requirements using the traditional policies.
Additionally, the main pollution sources in thefuture are increas
ingly becoming small, numerous, and difficult to identify mobile
and area sources rather than large, easily identified stationary
sources. Given tough new pllinning and regulatory requirements
enacted by the Legislature in 1988, it appears that significant
improvements in air quality will be costly and difficult to achieve.
This is because future air quality. improvements are going to
require much greater behavioral change and more reliance on
innovative technologies. CCR does little to alter the incentives
individuals and firms face when making decisions that result in
air pollution. In the next section, we examine an alternative
regulatory strategy that offers advantages over the CCR strate
giescurrently used.

INCENTIVES-BASED REGULATION:
A COST-EFFECTIVE APPROACH

What Is Ihcentives-Based·Regulation?

Il:lcentives-based regulation (IBR) relies on severalbasic prin
ciples that complement the way individuals and businesses re
spond to each other during the course oftheir everyday activities.
The basic principles of IBR include:

• Recogni~ing Full Costs ofActions. The most funda
mental principle ofIBRis that individuals and businesses
must recognize the full costs to society (including damage
to the environment) of the goods and services they pur-
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chase. Currently, prices of goods and services do not
include a component that fully reflects damag~ to .air
quality; thus, individuals have reduced incentives to
engage in more environmentally sound activities.

• Recognizing "Ownership" ofthe Environment. Sec
ond, IBR explicitly recognizes society's "ownership" ofthe
environment by placing the burden ofprooffor damage to
the environment on the polluter. lIenee, the pollutermust
justifY why it is violating society's right to clean air. By
analogy, an individual has the right to seek damages from
someone who disposes of garbage on his or her properly.

• Creating Private Incentives to Comply. Third, IBR
creates private incentives both to avoid polluting and to
develop innovative solutions to the· pollution problem.
Individuals and businesses tend to engage in activities
that are cost-avoiding. IBR would act to modifY prices in
a way that causes goods and services to reflect the full
costs to society associated with their use. Thus environ
mentally harmful products or activities would become
more expensive compared to less harmful products or
activities; and individuals would tend to shift their pur
chases to relatively lower~cost"clean" products or activi-
ties. . .

• Changes the Focus ofRegulatory Activity. Finally,
IBR. changes the nature of regulatory activity from its
current emphasis on administrative process to an empha
sison enforcement of standards and permits, identifying
problems, and crafting rules that improve private incen
tives.

How Would IBR Produce Cleaner Air?

Ideally, polluters should pay all of the costs of the pollution
they cause, thereby imposing no costs on society. Whep. someone
drives a car, ormanufactures a product, that individual facescosts
associated directly with that activity '(these costs usually are
referred to as private costs). A motorist pays for the car, for the
gasoline, and for insurance. A manufacturer faces costs for capital
and labor. In the process of driving or manufacturing, these
individuals also usually produce pollutants.

Under the current system of regulation, polluters do not pay
directly for the damage to the environment caused by their activ
ity (the$e costs usually are referred to as social costs). Instead,
most ofthese social costs are borne by individuals indirectly either
through (1) impaired life-style dueto damage to the environment
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(such as visual impacts, damaged buildings, and poorer health),
(2) .higher cost for products resulting either from the use of
mandated emissions control technology or from damage to prod
ucts caused by pollution, and (3) tax support for regulatory
agencies. But, paying for pollution indirectly through degraded
life-styles, hidden costs and taxes does not send clear signals to
individuals about the air quality consequences oftheir choices.

An incentives-based regulatory strategy attempts to assign
the cost ofpollution directly to those that cause it, primarily by the
use offees that are added to the prices ofgoods and services. These
fees would be set so that they are related to the amount ofdamage
resulting from the polluting activities. Under this approach,
motorists, for example, would payfor environmental damage,just
as motorists currently pay for gasoline and the. wear and tear on
their vehicles. They would then have clear incentives to seek less
costly alternatives. Correspondingly, the manufacturer would be
faced directly with the costs ofpollution when making production
decisions and would have greater flexibility regarding how to
avoid the costs.

By confronting individuals and firms with the full social cost
of their choices, they would have incentives to avoid activities,
modes of transportation and production processes that cause
pollution. Presumably, rational individuals will alter their behav
ior to reflect more environmentally sound options: car pooling,
driving at non-peak hours, taking public transit, and moving
closer to their work. Similarly, manufacturers and other busi
nesses would strive to avoid costs by seeking innovations on the
production floor, changing the hours of operation, or perhaps by
offsetting their pollution by purchasing discharge permits from
other manufacturers who can reduce their pollution at lower cost
(see below). Prices that reflect the environmental costs ofparticu
lar activities are constant reminders that individuals and busi
nesses can reduce costs by seeking ways to reduce pollution.

There are numerous examples ofhow price changes can affect
behavior. For example, after the oil embargo in the early 1970s,
the price of gasoline increased dramatically. As a result, drivers
significantly reduced their overall consumption of gasoline by
changing driving habits and by purchasing increased numbers of
more fuel-efficient cars. When gasoline prices dropped in the
1980s, consumption increased again. Another example concerns
the rapidly increasing cost of disposing of toxic substances (both
landfill costs and liability costs). The result is that manufacturers
are investing in less toxic manufacturing processes and recycling
toxic chemicals for reuse within their facilities in order to avoid
costs.
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Advantages of an IBR Policy

Our analysis indicates that society would experience a num
ber of benefits from anIBRstrategy for reducing air pollution.

Lower-Cost Approach .to 'Achieving Compliance. .An
incentives-based regulatory policy offers individuals and busi
nesses many more opportunities for reducing the costs required to
meet air quality standards. The basis for this is that IBR estab
lishes a system that,in effect, forces individuals and businesses to
confront the social costs of their activities and offers them direct
incentives to engage in activities that allow them to avoid those
costs. Since these incentives are driven by individual behaVior,
they are more likely to be an effective approach to achieve compli
ance than is CCR. Additionally, since IBRallows for flexibility in
decisions abouthow to achieve compliance, IBR is more likely to
bean efficient means of achieving compliance than isCCR.

An example of how flexibility can reduce costs and achieve
compliance is offered by an experiment undertaken by the EPA at
the request of Du Pont. Rather than requiring a specific emis
sions-reducing technology, as was.the traditional practice, Du
Pont proposed that the EPA establish a "bubble" over one of its
plants and establish the maximum allowable emissibns level from
the entire plant (this lev,el was set equal to the total emissions that
would have occurred using EPA mandated equipment on each
source of emissions). Du Pont estimated that the more flexible
approach would allowit to save about $81 million comparedto the
costs ofusing the traditional technology andstill reduce emissions
to the.same level that would have occurred under the old system.

3M Corporation also has been actively working with the EPA
and local air quality districts to allow changes in production
process that would allow it to meet its required emissions reduc
tions more cheaply than would tailend controls. 3M estimates that
it has achieved cumulative savings of about $400 million since
1975 compared to its anticipated costs ifit just installed required
control technology.

Another example of how IBRcan reduce costs by increasing
flexibility is found in a recent study undertakenfor the EPA. This
study estimates the savings that could result from using transfer
able discharge permits (discussed below) toreduce the emissions
of sulfur oxides at electrical generating plants in the Midwest. It
found that the use of transferable permits to reduce emission of
sulfur oxides by 10.million tons annually could result in cumula
tive capital cost sayings of almost $26 billion by the year 2010
(leading to reduced consumer utility bills of about $5 billion
annually by 2010). These estimates could prove to be too high.
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Nonetheless, they suggest that considerable savings could result
from the use ofmore flexible approachesto emissions reduction.

Incentives for Innovation. In addition to changing behav
ior, a crucial part of achieving current andfuture standards is to
find and implement new control technologies and less polluting
production processes and products. Under the current system,
there is little incentive for corporations to make those research
and developmentinvestments~Byfocusingon cost avoidance, IBR
would reward manufacturers and others tHat make investments
in emissions reducing technology research. Further, by creating a
market in these technologies, IBR would encourage· entrepre
neurs to engage inresearch and development ofrieyV technologies.
While it is true that some research and development activity
occurs now, there is general agreement that muchmOre could be
done.

What Is the Role of the Regulatory Agency Under IBR,?

Incentives-based regulation does not e1iminate the need for
regulatory agencies or for command and control regulation.
However, since IBR relies more heavily on individual responses
that avoid coststhan on administrative processes, the regulatory
agency would have a different role than is the case currently.
These agencies would. be more heavily focused on developing
strategies to enhance the workings ofIBR and on solving implem
entation problems. Additionally, they would be more oriented
toward monitoring and enforcing the incentives schemesused to
achieve compliance with the standards.

Finally, an important function ofthe regulatory agency under
IBR would bE! to evaluate problems as they arise in order to deter
mine the appropriate mix of regulatory strategies to pursue for
any given source of pollution. These evaluations would be based
on an impartial analysis of the benefits and costs of each ap
proach. Incentives-based regulation could, in some instances,
prove to be a less effective means of achieving agency goals than
CCR. For example, in emergency situations (like extreme atmos
pheric inversion layers), the direct, prohibition or restriction of
certain activities may be necessary. Consequently, there would be
a continued need for some CCR, but these instances would be both
more limited and better fQcused than is the case now.

APPLICATIONS OF INCENTIVES-BASED REGULATION

California's air quality problems come from three major
sources; stationary (such as power plants and manufacturing
plants), mobile (such as cars and trucks), and area (such as
consumer products). Each of these major sources possesses unique
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characteristics. Therefore, we describe a number of possible
incentives-based strategies to use in achieving air quality im
provements.

Stationary Sources

Stationary squrces have received considerable attention by
regulators. As we discussed earlier, the command and control
regulation of these squrces is. beginning to require large invest
ments for relatively modestaddition;llreductions in emissions.
One alternative approach to regulating stationary sources is the
IBR option of transferable discharge permits.

Transferable Discharge Permits. Transferable discharge
permits (TDPs)are permits to release specified amounts ofcertain
pollutants into the air. The holder of the TDP, which would be
issued by a regulatory agency, could either use, sell, or !'bank" the
permits. The regulatory agency would establish. the maximum
level of permissible emissions for each geographic area. Then,
TDPs equal in total to the permissible discharge level would be
created and distributed in some manner. The Congress ,currently
isdebating proposed amendments to the 1970 CleanAir Act, and
at least one version ofthese amendments includes a provision for
TDPs for sulfur oxides (a major component of acid rain).

Once the permit~are allocated, any p'arty (including environ
mentalists or government agencies) could bUY,sell, trade or bank
the TDPs for future use. The regulatory agency's main function
after the initial distributionofthe permits would be to act as the
recorder of all transactions and to monitor emissions from all

,sources to determine compliance with permitholdings (the agency
would no longer be involved in approving the technologies chosen
by permit holders). Ifproperly designed, TDPs also could be used

.to "ratchE)t-down" the total allowed emissions yearbyyear in order
tomeet established standards. This would be done by reliucing, at
regular intervals, the amount ofpollution allowed by each permit.

Noncompliance Penalties. Clearly, there would be incen
tives for a eompany to Violate the terms of its TDPsunless

. penalties were imposed and strictly enforced' to ensure that
companies and in~vidualscomply with the permits they hold. It
is important that these penalties be set at alevel higher than the
price ()fTDPs. Ifthey are not, it would he cheaper for a company
to pay the penalty and continue to pollute in excess of its TDP
allowance..

Mobile Sources

Tradeable discharge permits also could be designed for mobile
sources; Markets for these permits, however, woUld likely be
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expensive to organizeand operate. Therefore, WE;l focus on various
fee systems for mobile sources. Designing a fee system that
recognizesthe full social cost ofair quality degradation caU!~edby
mobile sources requires several strategies. Among thEl issu,es that
would need to be dealt with are: (1) intensity ofuse ofthevehicle
(miles driven), (2) fuel efficiency and ability to operate without
polluting, and (3) where and when the vehicle is used (particularly
in congested areas).

Emission Fees. One IBR strategy is to increase the price of
gasoline by adding an environmental fee. The price of gasoline
currently does not reflect the full costs of the damage its use
causes to the environmellt. Thus, an environmentalfee would be
established that would reflect the damage it cause~. Since the
socialcoE';ts could, be expected to change over time, the environ
mental fee could be adjusted periodically as el;!timates ofenviron-
mental costs change." ' '

DifferentialRegistration Fees. Another IBR strategy that
could be used to create incentives to purchase less polluting cars
is a differential registration fee (DRF).DRFs are designed to
encourage motorists to purchase less polluting cars by imposing
surcharges at the time of purchase for vehicles having higher
than-averageexl),eeted emissions levels. Individuals purchasing
vehicles having lower emissions than the average would receive a
subsidy (paid from the surcharges imposed on high-emissions
vehicles), which would in effect IQwer the price oflow-emissions
vehicles. ThE;l surcharges and subsidies could be designed so that
they would offset each other (except for administrative costs). The
subsidies and surcharges sho:uld provide incentives both to indi
viduais to purchase cars that pollute less and to manufacturers to
produce more of the less-polluting vehicles. TheDRFs could be
combined with emissions fees in order to (1) reinforce the incen
tive for both purchasers and manufacturers to, change the fleet
compositionand (2) to capture both up front and continuing costs
of pollution.

Congestion Fees. A third IBR"strategy that also could be
used to encourage changes in driving behavior is the congestion
fee. Delays on highwayscausedby congestion can significantly in
crease the level of pollutants compared to travel at normal speed.
Congestion fees could help to "internalize" the environmental
damage caused by the overuse of highways during peak times.
The fee would be assessed during peak times to discourage travel
then and encourage use ofhighways during offpeak times. Crude
congestion fee experiments (for example, in Singapore and Hong
Kong) have been underway for a number of years and have met
with some success. Presently, Caltrans is experimentingwith a
toll fee system on the Coronado Bridge in San Diego that allows

12--80283
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commuters to pass the toll booth at highway speed, electronically
registers the fee, and bills the commuter monthly in much the
same way as one pays the telephone or electric bill. Systems like
this one could also be used to reduce congestion on freeways and
other roads by assessing fees based on the level ofcongestion at a
giventime andplace.

Area Sources

Area sources are primarily consumer produCts such as deo
dorants, charcoal lighter fluid, felt tip pens, aerosol sprays and
house paint~ Collectively, these products represent a relatively
small part (approximately 10 percent of total volatile organic
compound, orvac, emissions)ofour current air quality problem.
However, in the south coast· air basin, emissions from these
products are estimated to be up to halfofthe total allowable VOC
emissions (measured in tons per year) allowed by current stan
dards. As emissions from stationary and mobile sources are
reduced and as population grows, these products are becoming a
much more important focus of the state's effort to improve air
quality. There are several IBR strategies that could be used for
these products.

One possibility is to establish fees, collected at retail sales out
lets that would be imposedon thoSe products that cause environ
mental damage. This approach, however, could prove costly to
operate and monitor in many cases. Another possibility, which the
ARB is investigating, is the use of fees or TDPs that would be
applied at the manufacturing level in order to reduce monitoring
and enforcement costs. The higher retail cost of products should
induce consumers to switch to less-polluting products. An ex
ample of how this could work is found in the recently imposed
federal excise tax on chlorinated fluorocarbons (CFCs). This tax
was set at a level that would make the cost ofCFCs to purchasers
equal to more environmentally sound alternatives.

WHAT ARE THE OBJECTIONS TO AN IBR POLICY?

Over the years several objections to an IBR approach to im
proving air quality have been raised.

Equity Considerations. Fees can place a burden on low
income individuals. This is a reasonable concern. What is not
often recognized, however, is that the current regulatory policies
also impose costs. Under CCR, these costs often are hidden in the
price of products sold by companies that are subject to the
regulatory process. In any case, the equity concerns raised by an
IBR approach could be addressed by the use of other policy tools
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such as redistributing feesbacktoJciw"income groups or by using
fees to improve public transit facilities.

"Right" to Pollute. This alleged problem is heard less
frequently now than was the case several years ago. ,The ex
pressed concern is that polluters, by paying a fee or purchasing a
TDP, ,are buying a right to pollute. It is true that this system
explicitly recognizes that indivIduals' and firms will continue to
pollute,however, it forces them topay the full costs of their
actions. Conceptually, this is no different than paying forthe use
ofa landfill where the landfill operator sets fees based on the type
of waste. Command and control regulation also creates a "right"
to pollute by issuing permits to individuals and businesses.
Additionally, forlllobile sources, once a car is purchased <includ
ing the cost ofon-board control technologies) there is no additional
fee for the pollutants dischargl;ld. In essence, individuals receive
a "right" to pollute, for free underCCR.

Difficulties in Setting Fees and Penalti,es. Setting the
correct fees and penalties is central to the operation ofa successful
IBR policy. Fees and penalties that are, too "low" would lead to
insufficient reductions to meet air quality goals while fees and
penalties that are too "high" would lead to greater costs than are
necessary to meet the goals. The regulatory agency would have to
be ,careful to adjust them regularly and in ways that did not
disrupt the overall goals .for which they were adopted. While
setting fees l;lnd penalties could presellt a challenge,the basic fee
levels could be determined using both data collecte,d by regulators
an<;i criteria developed by researchers. Experience with effluent
charges (fees used to control water pollution) both in the U.S. and
in Europe suggest that the feesetting,prcicess can work well.
Changes to fees and penaltjes could be done by the agencies at
regular intervals.

"Hot Spots"and "Pollution Events." Geographic features
or local increases in pollution sources can lead to a build up in
pollutants called hot spots. Hot spots can cause health-threaten
ing levels ofpollution locally even though the a.ir basin as a whole
is not suffering from air quality problems. Weather conditions or
seasonal factors also can lead to concentrations ofpollution (these
are known as pollution events). TDPs and fees might prove to be
inefficient ways to counter these isolated or short-duration prob
lems because it could be too costly to develop permits and fees that
are sufficiently specific and enforceable to be practicable. The
nature of these events could require the use of administratively
imposed controls to supplement emissions and congestion fees in
emergencies. This use of emergency regulations is an excellent
example ofthe focused use ofCCR, especially in combination with
fBR policies.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommendtheLegislature (1) amendcurrent law to
authorize the use of economic incentives (including the
ability to assess fees) and (2) establish a tradeable' dis
charge permit pilot program.

Air pollution is enormously costly to Californians. The current
command and control regulatory policies that state and local
agencies use to improve air quality have achieved substantial

. improvements but may not be effective in solving the state's
remaining air quality problems. As a result, it may prove difficult
to reachthe state's air quality goals in a cost-effective way. If the
state hopes to achieve these goals, an alternative set ofregulatory
policies. should be considered.

Incentives-based regulatory policies offer a more cost-effec
tive method for achieving air quality standards because·· they
encourage cost-avoiding behavior, innovative solutions, and flexi
bility in achieving the state's goals. Given the advantages of

, incentives-based regulatory policies,.we believe the Legislature
should begin to implement such policies in addressing the state's
air pollution problems. As some key first steps toward that end, we
recommend, that the Legislature take the following actions:

• California Clean AirAct. Amend theCalifornia Clean
Air Act to explicitly authorize the use of economic incen
tives, particularly for mobile sources and consumer prod
ucts.

• Fee Authority. Provide the ARB and the local districts
with the authorityto impose fees such as emissions fees,
congestion fees, and variable registration fees in order to
further the objective of developing effective economic
incentives programs.

• Pilot Program., Establish and evaluate a tradeable
discharge permit pilot program for stationary sources in
a large air basin.
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